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From the Desk of the Editors

Our World Is Interconnected, and So Are We
As summer finally arrives on the Island, 

freeing the already wandering minds from 
exams, a large flock of Pelicans take off 
to enjoy the warmer weather as well 
as their newly granted freedom. 
Whether students explore the 
wonders of Iceland or Peru through 
the Alvord Center, or simply enjoy 
their hometowns, we collectively 
gain a stronger awareness of the 
fact that a larger world surrounds 
us. 

While summer is a great 
opportunity to branch out and continue 
to learn without the stress of grades, the 
question still remains: what will you do with 
what you know?

Travel is a great example; it’s one thing to take pictures 
in front of famous landmarks, soak in the beauty of the 
natural world, and enjoy pristine beaches, but it takes a 
deeper level of engagement to forge a connection with 
a new culture. Wherever we go, the places we visit have 
some sort of history that lives on in people’s memories 
and that affects the way things are presently. Interacting 
with locals, asking questions, truly connecting with the 
plethora of knowledge, anecdotes, and vibrant culture is 
the best way to tap into the seemingly endless heritage 
of one place. Taking this newfound understanding and 
then converting it into action may be swept aside when 
we’re overcome by catching planes and the impending 
return to the Island in the fall, but it’s arguably the most 
important mission after our pursuit of knowledge. 

In the World Bulletin we are pleased to have writers 
who were moved by their newfound knowledge to 
convey facts and stories to readers on the Island. They 
took the extra time to research and engage with the 
topics and the themes present in them. Whether they 
first heard about the impeachment of South Korea’s 
president on the news or learned about Zimbabwe’s 
historical inflation crisis in economics class, our writers 
now share this information in hopes of sparking interest 
in others.

In this particular issue, the World Bulletin delves 
deeper into stories that may get lost in the typical news 
cycle and overshadowed by political nuances. This issue 
captures the narrative of people making history through 
technological advancements, music, politics, or simply 
enjoying nature. These bits of positive, groundbreaking 
events scattered throughout the world help us refocus 
on what is important and what will be remembered. At 
the same time, these events all take place while many 
countries experience a turnover in government, teetering 
on the edge of echoing the unpredictable election that 
consumed the United States in the fall. 

We are in a new era of constant media scrutiny, with 
scandal after scandal fueling the skepticism and doubt 

that cloud our judgment and, often, our 
priorities. In the previous issue the U.S. 

presidential election made us reevaluate 
our core values, and in this issue we 
made sure to capture the unity of 
mankind that is provided by our 
similarities rather than focus on 
our differences. Across the globe, 
despite varied political climates 
and cultures, technological 
advancements bloomed both in 

the Americas as well as in Ethiopia. 
As Tesla paves the road to the future 

through battery-operated automobiles, 
Ethiopia shoots for the stars, literally, as 

it builds a national space program. Social 
milestones take center stage in this issue as well, 

in light of the election of Emmanuel Macron and the 
women’s symphony in Afghanistan. Once we realize how 
similar we are, perhaps it is only natural to marvel at the 
differences, too, whether it’s the strikingly divergent 
immigration philosophies of Canada and U.S. or the 
situation in Palestine where hunger strikers fight for 
human rights.

With a sleeker, slimmer version in mind for the spring, 
we tried to balance, for example, unprecedented interest 
in the Koreas with a need to explore many aspects of 
other regions as well. But then again, how could a 
handful of articles be fully representative of the world 
we surveyed as we brainstormed ideas? Thematically 
we stitched parts of the world together, touching on 
preserving the environment, spearheading innovation, 
facing adversity in immigration, mourning lost lives, 
and pursuing justice even when the system appears to 
be broken. The product? A World Bulletin that holds a 
patchwork story, with as much effect as previous issues 
in being a historical record of the world as it was a few 
months ago. 

Sincerely,
Hanna Hameedy ’17 & Gloria Yi ’17
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About the Writers
NEZIR ALIC ’18 (“Starving for Justice”), a resident 
in Warham Hall, hails from Laconia, New Hampshire. 
Nezir pursues his disparate interests in the wonders 
of the universe and diplomacy as president of the 
Physics Club and as a Model UN delegate. A 2017 
HPRESS honoree, Nezir also emerged as the overall 
winner of the 2017 WALKS Constitutional Essay 
Contest, reclaiming the coveted silver tray for LC. 
This is Nezir’s World Bulletin debut!

MIRA ANDERSON ’18 (“Dutch Elections: 
Amidst Left Triumph, A Mixed Bag Government”) 
is a day student from Glastonbury, Connecticut. 
A soccer player on the field and a clarinetist in the 
concert band, Mira made her World Bulletin debut last 
fall with her reflection about a summer in China. Mira 
is a two-time HPRESS honoree and a recipient of the 
Junior Foreign Language Award.

RACHAEL BURSTEIN ’17 (“Impeachment 
Scandal Consumes South Korea”) is a day student 
from Ellington, Connecticut. She runs cross 
country, plays clarinet in the concert band, and is 
one of the presidents and co-founders of Girls for a 
Change. Previously, Rachael has written about the 
burkini ban in France for the Fall/Winter 2016-17 
issue. A 2017 HPRESS honoree and a recipient of a 
GESC certificate, Rachael will attend Northeastern 
University this fall.

KENNETH CHEN ’19 (“Trump’s Travel Ban: Is It 
Constitutional?”) is a day student from West Hartford, 
Connecticut. A talented pianist who performs in the 
chamber music program, Kenneth also writes for The 
Log as a web staff writer. This marks Kenneth’s second 
Bulletin article, following “15 Years After the Twin 
Towers Fell” in the Fall/Winter 2016-17 issue.

LOUIS CHEN ’18 (“Kim Jong-nam’s Assassination: 
What’s Next?”), a resident of Flagg, is from Queens, 
New York. A regular contributor to Amnesty 
International, a competitor on the Robotics Team, 
and a 2017 HPRESS honoree, this is Louis’ second 
contribution to the World Bulletin. In the Fall/Winter 
2016-17 issue, Louis wrote [about Filipino President] 
“Rodrigo Duterte: Provocative, Progressive, 
‘Punisher.’”

TIMOTHY ENG ’17 (“Soft Landing or Hard 
Brexit?”), a resident in Warham Hall, hails from Hong 
Kong. As a member of the boys varsity swimming and 
water polo teams, editor-in-chief of the Confluence, 
and a Model UN delegate, Tim has been active both 
in and out of the water this year. A 2016 HPRESS 
honoree and now a World Bulletin debutant, Tim will 
attend Columbia University this fall.

DEBORAH FEIFER ’17 (“Making Vibrations: The 
Afghan Women’s Orchestra”) is a day student from 
Simsbury, Connecticut. She is a member of the cross 
country team and a trombonist in the concert band 
and the NEO pit orchestra. Deborah is also one of 
the presidents and co-founders of Girls for a Change. 
Previous Bulletin articles include: “Considering a 
Two-State Solution” (Fall/Winter 2015-16), “Justin 
Trudeau: ‘Pretty Boy’ or Capable Leader?” (Spring 
2016), and “Shimon Peres: A Warrior for Peace” (Fall/
Winter 2016-17). A two-time HPRESS honoree and 
a recipient of a GESC certificate, Deborah was also 
awarded the J. Newfield Senior Science Prize and 
the Aaron P. Pratt Jr. Senior Music Prize. A recent 
inductee into the Cum Laude Society, Deborah will 
attend Dartmouth College this fall.

* ALEX GORDIENKO ’17 (“A Tesla Future: It’s As 
Easy As S, X, 3”) is an RA in Warham Hall hailing from 
Oakville, Canada (the Great North). A passionate 
coder and a lover of all things water, Alex is president 
of the LC Computer Science Club, web director of The 
Log, and has been a member of the varsity water polo, 
varsity swimming, and varsity rowing teams. Alex is 
also an International Student Ambassador and a tour 
guide. Previous Bulletin articles include “Fallout From 
the Panama Papers” (Spring 2016) and “Superpowers 
With Supertensions” (Fall/Winter 2016-17). Alex will 
study computer science and cognitive science at 
Trinity College of the University of Toronto this fall.

** HANNA HAMEEDY ’17 (“One Small Step for 
Science, One Giant Leap for Ethiopia”) is a tour guide 
and a member of the JV field hockey team. An avid 
reader and political junkie, Hanna also participates in 
Model UN. A day student from Simsbury, Connecticut, 
Hanna concludes her World Bulletin career with 
her fifth article; previous pieces include: “Learning 
From 19th Century Mistakes: A New Approach to a 
Crimean Crisis” (Winter/Spring 2015), “The Benefits 
of the Iran Nuclear Deal – for Iranians” (Fall/Winter 
2015-16),  “Crossing the Red Sea: Saudi Arabia and 
Egypt Announce Bridge” (Spring 2016), and “Running, 
Jumping, Kicking, and Breaking Stereotypes: Muslim 
Women in Rio”  (Fall/Winter 2016-17). A recent 
inductee into the Cum Laude Society and a recipient 
of a GESC certificate, Hanna will attend New York 
University in the fall.

KELLY HANLON ’17 (“Zimbabwe’s Inflation”) is 
an RA in Ammidon hailing from Rye, New York. A tour 
guide, events planner of Girls Learn International, and 
JV field hockey player, Kelly makes her World Bulletin 
debut in this issue! A two-time HPRESS honoree, 
recipient of the Norris E. Orchard Senior English 
Prize, the Chéruy Senior Foreign Language Prize, and 
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a GESC certificate, Kelly is also recent inductee into 
the Cum Laude Society. She will attend the University 
of Pennsylvania Wharton School of Business this fall.

* CYNTHIA HUI ’17 (“Politics: Made in Hong 
Kong. Or China?”), a resident of the 60th floor in 
Hong Kong and the 3rd floor in Mason, is a two-year 
editor of the World Bulletin. When she’s not busy 
moderating Student Council debate as secretary-
treasurer, organizing service projects as PSO 
president, or giving tours of campus, Cynthia is a food 
connoisseur and an avid Latin dancer. Previous Bulletin 
articles include: “Brazil Bites Off More Than It Can 
Chew” (Winter/Spring 2015), “Keeping the Streets 
‘Clean’: Malaysian Independence Day Sparks Calls 
for Reform” (Fall/Winter 2015-16), “She Who Must 
Not Be Trifled With,” (Spring 2016), and “Behind the 
Emergency BrEXIT Door” (Fall/Winter 2016-17). A 
2015 HPRESS honoree and a 2017 recipient of the 
Senior Community Service Prize, Cynthia will attend 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.

* JAMES KOH ’17 (“An Analysis of President 
Trump’s First 100 Days”) is from Seoul, South Korea 
and lives in Taylor Hall. James is president of the math 
team and is a scholar of history. When not writing 
about global issues — including previous Bulletin 
articles about democracy in South Africa, the politics 
of the Trans-Pacific Partnership, or the impeachment 
of Dilma Rousseff — James runs cross country and 
track, plays violin and piano, and reads. A lot. A 2016 
HPRESS honoree and recent inductee into the Cum 
Laude Society, James will attend the University of 
Chicago this fall.

ETHAN LEVINBOOK ’20 (“Remembering 
Anti-Apartheid Leader Ahmed Kathrada”) of West 
Hartford, Connecticut makes his World Bulletin 
debut with this article about a civil rights leader who 
is probably unfamiliar to most Americans. A 2017 
HPRESS honoree, Ethan is also a passionate cellist 
in the orchestra and chamber music program. A 
newly appointed Features Editor of The Log, Ethan 
wrote the lead article of the special Commencement 
supplement, featuring his interview with the 
ceremony’s speaker, Steve Tisch.

GRACE LYONS ’19 (“French Voters Embrace EU, 
Emmanuel Macron”), a resident in Cutler Hall, hails 
from Chicago, Illinois. An award-winning delegate 
on the Model UN team and a member of the JV girls 
soccer team, Grace makes her World Bulletin debut 
this spring. A Francophile at heart, Grace will actually 
spend the first half of next year studying on an SYA 
program in China. We look forward to welcoming her 
back to the Island in January 2018!

About the Writers
* ROSIE PARK ’18 (“Sewol Ferry Salvaged Three 
Years After Tragedy”), from Seoul, South Korea, is a 
resident in Ammidon Hall. She pursues her passion 
for publications working for The Log, the Confluence, 
and the World Bulletin. A member of the Robotics 
Team and science quiz team, Rosie also serves as 
an e-Proctor, plays the violin in community service 
events, and will be an RA in Ammidon next year. This 
is her third article, having written about the New 
Delhi water crisis in the 2016 Spring issue, and privacy 
issues regarding Pokémon Go! in the Fall/Winter 2016-
17 issue. A two-time HPRESS honoree, Rosie also 
received not only a prestigious Founders Prize, but 
also Junior Departmental Awards in English, Foreign 
Language, Mathematics, Science, and Music.

* RAMESH SHRESTHA ’18 (“Madagascar: 
Luscious Land, People in Poverty”) is a boarder in 
Batchelder Hall from Gladwyne, Pennsylvania. A 
member of the cross country, ski, and tennis teams, 
Ramesh is also an award-winning Model UN delegate, 
a Student Council representative, and a two-time 
HPRESS honoree. Previous Bulletin articles include 
“American Farmworkers: Essential, Yet Forgotten” 
(Spring 2016) and “The Complicated, Contradictory 
Alliances of the Syrian War” (Fall/Winter 2016-17). 
Ramesh will be an RA in Batch next year.
 
** GLORIA YI ’17 (“O Canada! Trudeau Trumps 
U.S. on Immigration”), a day student from South 
Windsor, Connecticut, has embraced her wide array 
of interests as editor-in-chief of both The Log and the 
World Bulletin, Model UN head delegate, science quiz 
team captain, and a leader of the Women in STEM 
initiative. When she’s not in the basement of Palmer, 
she loves being in Hubbard, the dance studio, the 
Writing Studio, and the Archives. This is Gloria’s fifth 
and final Bulletin article, having previously written 
about Ethiopia (Winter/Spring 2015), the reunion of 
North and South Korean families (Fall/Winter 2015-
16), her trip to Budapest (Spring 2016), and the newest 
Smithsonian museum dedicated to African American 
History (Fall/Winter 2016-17). A four-time HPRESS 
honoree and a GESC certificate recipient, this spring 
Gloria was awarded the Norris E. Orchard Senior 
English Prize, the Sarai Ribicoff Senior Journalism 
Prize, the Chéruy Senior Foreign Language Prize, 
the Donald M. Joffray Senior Mathematics Prize, and 
the Aaron P. Pratt Jr. Senior Music Prize. Recently 
inducted into the Cum Laude Society, Gloria will 
attend Stanford University in the fall.

* = Editor
** = Editor-in-Chief
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Ahmad Sarmast views music as a powerful force 
for change and, more importantly, he hopes it sends 
“a positive message to the community” (Sharifi and 
Faiez). He continues his musical pursuits with the 
aspiration to restore the rich musical history and 
culture of Afghanistan, even with present attitudes 
towards music. Mr. Sarmast himself experienced a 
very serious encounter with the opposition in a Taliban 
attack in 2014. At a performance at a high school 
attached to the French Cultural Institute, a suicide 
bomber blew himself up just seats away from Sarmast, 
killing a nearby spectator and putting Sarmast in a 
dangerous medical condition, including a significant 
loss of hearing. And this was no arbitrary attack; the 
Taliban clarified in a statement that Mr. Sarmast was 
the intended target due to his vocal promotion of 
music (Rod Nordland, “After Taliban Attack in Kabul, 
a Music Teacher Keeps Playing,” New York Times, 30 
December 2015). Many expected him to abandon 
his musical endeavors, especially given the serious 
hearing damage. Instead, Sarmast returned to his 
place of work and his musical ensembles thrived like 
never before, as they experienced an incredible rise in 
publicity and popularity. Instead of cowering in fear, 

the musical programs 
flourished. 

The female musicians face constant adversity, yet 
continue their endeavors with courage and passion. 
At 18 years old, female conductor Zarifa Adiba has 
created her own sort of change in Afghan society. 
When she first developed an interest in music, her 
relatively conservative brothers and uncles were 
vehemently opposed. Adiba confided that if they 
had known the extent of her interest, they “100 

In Afghan society, music is often perceived 
as inappropriate, even immoral. Women cannot 
acceptably leave their homes unescorted, much less 
engage in the creation of music. Yet these challenges 
only make the Afghan Women’s Orchestra more 
unique and a greater force for change. This group of 
30 women aged 13 to 20 represents a new movement 
of music, led by Ahmad Naser Sarmast (“Afghanistan 
Women’s Orchestra Closes Global Forum,” BBC, 24 

January 2017). The orchestra was 
founded at the Afghanistan 

National Institute of 
Music when one of 
Mr. Sarmast’s female 
students suggested an 

ensemble where girls could create music together. 
Mr. Sarmast did not hesitate to transform this idea 
into reality. Upon the ensemble’s creation, he named 
it the Zohra Orchestra, referring to a musical goddess 
from Persian literature (Karim Sharifi and Rahim 

Faiez, “First Afghan Women’s Orchestra Tries to 
Change Attitudes,” Seattle Times, 30 March 2017). 
Since its founding, the group has not failed to attract 
international attention and, of course, applause. 

Making Vibrations: The Afghan Women’s Orchestra     
by Deborah Feifer ’17

Middle East

Ahmad Naser Sarmast of 
the Afghanistan National 

Institute of Music at a 2013 
concert in Kabul. A suicide 

bombing at a concert in 2014 
wounded him and killed a man 

near him.

Conductor Negin Khpolwak, 20, center, rehearses with the 
symphony in February in Kabul.

Zarifa 
Adiba, 

18, plays during 
a concert in Kabul. Afghanistan’s first all-female symphony is 

trying to change attitudes in a deeply conservative country 
where many see music as immoral, especially for women.
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percent would have stopped [her] because they 
had a very negative view toward music” (Sharifi and 
Faiez). However, after Adiba followed her passion and 
traveled with the orchestra to Davos, Switzerland 
her family experienced a shift in attitude and voiced 
immense pride for their niece and sister. Adiba views 
this shift as a possible gateway to greater change, 
suggesting, “I changed my family, now it is time for 
other girls to change their families because I am 
sure that slowly all Afghanistan will change” (Sharifi 
and Faiez). Each musician and family’s role serves as 
another step towards greater social change. 

Another young conductor, Negin Khpolwak, views 
the orchestra as a similar force for progress and even 
as a new mode of expression. In a society where many 
voices may not be heard or represented, this orchestra 
can express a new and important voice. Khpolwak 
believes that “we can raise their voice through music,” 

referring to the people of Afghanistan (Soraya Sarhaddi 
Nelson, “All Female Orchestra in Afghanistan Is a 
Force for Change,” NPR, 31 January 2017). She focuses 
on perfecting her passion and her musical product 
and does not falter when she encounters criticism or 
even death threats. For her, and for fellow musicians, 
the orchestra is her education, her passion, her voice, 
and her hope. 

In addition to the impressive individual stories 
of its members, the Zohra Orchestra’s performance 
venues alone have made waves in the international 
community. Recently, the ensemble performed in a 
hall attached to the Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church 
in western Berlin that memorializes the tragedies of 
World War II. To further its significance, the church 
was near the site of a recent ISIS-linked terror 
attack. While many might consider the location too 
emotionally charged for a musical experience, Sarmast 
used the location’s significance to further the meaning 
of Zohra’s performance. In his words, he believed the 
orchestra could “wash away with the beauty of music 
the blood spilled on the streets of Berlin” (Nelson). 
To him, music can heal, repair, and uplift the people. 

Hopefully the Zohra Orchestra will continue to 
surprise the international community and the people 
of Afghanistan in the years to come. Despite the 
immense resistance to music that some of Afghan 
society expresses, the orchestra members and Ahmad 
Naser Sarmast continue to pursue their passions. And 
perhaps, as Adiba said, girl by girl, family by family, 
social attitudes towards music, and even towards 
women, will continue to change.

Starving for Justice     by Nezir Alic ’18

As of mid-May, approximately 1,200 Palestinian 
political prisoners had been engaged in a hunger strike 
for over one month to protest various injustices by 

the Israeli government (Julia M. Norma, “Five Myths 
About the Palestinian Hunger Strike,” Washington 
Post, 18 May 2017). The strikes were led by Marwan 
Barghouti, leader of Fatah, a faction of the Palestinian 
Liberation Organization, or PLO (Peter Beaumont, 
“Hundreds of Palestinian Prisoners in Israel Go on 
Hunger Strike,” Guardian, 17 April 2017).

This is not the first time that Palestinians have 
resorted to hunger strikes in order to peacefully 
protest violations of international law by Israel, which 
has occupied Palestinian territory for decades. In fact, 
strikes by prisoners occurred as early as 1969, and over 
a dozen have occurred since that year, some more 
successful than others (Zena Tahhan, “A Timeline of 
Palestinian Mass Hunger Strikes in Israel,” Al Jazeera, 
12 May 2017). In 1992, for example, many of the 
prisoners’ demands were met, while the strike of 1970 
resulted in the deaths of numerous strikers through 
force-feeding.

The motives of most of these strikes are the poor 
conditions in Israeli prisons and the denial of many 
inmates’ basic human rights. According to human 

Palestinian protesters wave their national flag during a 
demonstration in the West Bank town of Bethlehem to show their 
support for Palestinians imprisoned in Israeli jails after hundreds 
of detainees launched a hunger strike on April 17.
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rights group Addameer, prisoners often face “cruel 
detention conditions including the use of solitary 
confinement, denial of family visits, inadequate 
medical treatment and torture, and other forms of 
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment” (“Factsheet: 
Force-feeding Under International Law and Medical 
Standards,” 16 November 2015). 

The Israeli government’s excessive use of 
administrative detention (the arrest and confinement 
of individuals by the state without trial) is a particular 

objection of the strikers and has prompted worldwide 
criticism and disapproval. This practice is legal under 
international law, but “only in very exceptional cases – 
and then only as a last possible resort” (“Administrative 
Detention,” B’Tselem, 6 October 2016). However, 
Israel uses this measure arbitrarily, frequently 
conducting night raids into Palestinian homes, taking 
men, women, and children away from their families at 
will. Over 800,000 Palestinians have been detained 
since their territory was occupied in 1967 – this 
constitutes approximately “40 percent of the total 
male Palestinian population” (“Palestinian 
Political Prisoners in Israeli Prisons,” 
Addameer, January 2014). Such statistics 
clearly demonstrate that the vast majority 
of those detained, convicted, or accused 
of terrorism are done so wrongfully. 

Another primary cause of discontent, 
for this ongoing strike in particular, is 
the tight restraints on family visitation. 
Although the Israeli Prison Service (IPS) 
claims that prisoners are allowed a visit 
from relatives every two weeks, various 
circumstances ensure that this is not 
the case. Raya Ziadeh, sister of Majd, a 
prisoner, relates that she is at best only 
able “to visit every six months or so,” and 
that because of the minimal time she is 
permitted to spend during such visits 
(only 45 minutes), “whenever you feel that 

the conversation has just started, it finishes” (Nigel 
Wilson, “Palestinian Hunger Strikes: ‘They Had No 
Choice’,” Al Jazeera, 14 May 2017). The difficult nature 
of securing a visit is due in large part to the fact that 
the prisoners are unlawfully transported to Israeli 
prisons, rather than kept in prisons in the Palestinian 
territories. This separation allows for the repetitive 
and arbitrary denial of requests for visitation permits 
(Wilson). 

The current hunger strike began on April 17, 
with a publication by Barghouti, who has himself 
been imprisoned for 15 years. He wrote of his past 
encounters with interrogators and prison guards, 
recounting beatings and other horrific experiences, 
and urged his followers to join the strike in the name 
of “Freedom and Dignity” (Marwan Barghouti, “Why 
We Are on Hunger Strike in Israel’s Prisons,” New York 
Times, 16 April 2017). At the trial where he was first 
sentenced to five life sentences and 40 years in prison 
for his involvement in the First and Second Intifadas 
(Palestinian uprisings against the occupation), he 
refused to offer a defense, saying that he did not 
recognize the legitimacy of the court. Barghouti 
writes in his publication that, “Israel’s courts are a 
charade of justice… instruments of colonial, military 
occupation. His announcement coincided with 
Palestinian Prisoners Day, a day set aside to honor the 
prisoners and express solidarity.

Many outside demonstrations have occurred in 
recent weeks to support the strikers. Often, family, 
friends, and even strangers gather near the prisons in 
protest for hours each day and share stories of their 
imprisoned loved ones. Additionally, many prominent 
individuals, organizations, and nations have declared 
their support for the Palestinian protesters. For 
example, numerous South African politicians and 
anti-apartheid activists have completed a 24-hour fast 
to draw attention to the issue (Bethan McKernan, 
“Senior South African Anti-Apartheid Figures Go 

A promotional flyer to raise awareness for Palestinian Prisoners Week, a series of 
global events to support the prisoners and others on the hunger strike

A man holds a photo of Palestinian independence leader Marwan 
Barghouti calling for his release during a rally supporting those 
detained in Israeli jails, in the West Bank town of Hebron on April 
17, 2017.
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Trump’s Travel Ban: Is It Constitutional?     by Kenneth Chen ’19

Seven days after being sworn in, President Donald 
J. Trump signed an executive order suspending entry to 
the United States by citizens of seven Middle Eastern 
countries (Yemen, Syria, Iran, Libya, Sudan, Somalia, 
and Iraq) for 90 days, refugees for 120 days, and Syrian 
refugees indefinitely (Alicia Parlapiano et al., “How 
Trump’s Executive Order Will Affect the U.S. Refugee 
Program,” New York Times, 27 January 2017). The cap 
of admitted refugees into the U.S. was also lowered 
from 110,000 to 50,000. This controversial executive 
order, criticized as Trump’s proclaimed “Muslim-ban,” 

raises important questions in the 21st century about 
discrimination: is the ban targeting religious entities? 
If so, does it violate the United States Constitution?

The first legal challenge against Trump’s order 
occurred the following day. Federal judge Ann M. 
Donnelly ruled that removing foreign nationals 
from the United States – those who were present 
before the order was released – “violates their rights 
to Due Process and Equal Protection guaranteed 
by the United States Constitution” (Andrew Nusca, 
“Read the Full Text of the Ruling Blocking Trump’s 

Immigration Ban,” Fortune, 28 January 2017). However, 
no address was made toward the First Amendment, 
which forbids direct targeting of religious entities. 
Then, six days after the executive order was signed, 
U.S. District Court Judge James Robart blocked the 
ban nation-wide, ruling that the states “have met their 
burden of demonstrating that they face immediate 
and irreparable injury as a result of the signing and 
implementation of the executive order” (Laura Jarrett 
et al., “Homeland Security Suspends Travel Ban,” CNN 
Politics, 4 February 2017). With Trump’s executive 

order effectively null, critics questioned 
whether the basis of ‘foreign terrorism’ could 
be used as justification in building future 
executive orders of similar purpose. 

With Robart refusing to delay his travel 
ban lawsuit, Trump signed a new executive 
order on March 6, suspending entry by 
citizens from all of the previous countries, 
except Iraq, for 90 days, and refugees for 
120 days (Ariane de Vogue et al., “U.S. 
President Donald Trump Signs New Travel 
Ban, Exempts Iraq,” CNN Politics, 7 March 
2017). This new order excused Iraq from 
the ban because of the Iraqi government’s 
willingness to cooperate with the U.S. on 
issues regarding the combat of terrorism 
arising from the Islamic State of Iraq (ISIS), 
and the implementation of stricter vetting. 
This revised ban, however, exempts green 
card and visa holders, likely to avoid legal 

scrutiny. “[W]e ought to go back to the first one and 
go all the way,” Trump said with reference to his first 

on Hunger Strike in Solidarity With Palestinians,” 
Independent, 17 May 2017), and the UN has expressed 
support. 

As the strikers enter a critical stage of one 
month without food, all eyes are on Israel to fulfill 
its responsibilities towards its prisoners and to grant 
them the basic human rights they have been fighting 

for. Hopefully, as Barghouti says, “Our chains will be 
broken before we are, because it is human nature to 
heed the call for freedom regardless of the cost.” Until 
then, it is the duty of members of more privileged 
societies, who cannot be imprisoned, to speak out and 
spread awareness of such crimes. 

U.S. President Donald J. Trump, after signing his first executive 
order, affecting people from seven ‘countries of particular 
concern’: Syria, Iraq, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, and Yemen. All 
are Muslim-majority countries.

Left, Ann M. Donnelly, Judge of the United States District Court 
for the Eastern District of New York and, right, Derrick Watson, 
Judge of the United States District Court for the District of Hawaii
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executive order, which was previously blocked (Jessica 
Taylor, “Trump Blasts Court’s Travel Ban Block: ‘This 
Ruling Makes Us Look Weak,’” NPR, 15 March 2017).

The revised ban was supposed to be in effect 
by 12:01 a.m. on March 16, but was blocked hours 
before by U.S. District Court Judge Derrick Watson 
in Hawaii. The following day, U.S. District Judge 
Theodore Chuang reinforced Watson’s ruling by 
specifically blocking the ban on immigration from 
the six Middle Eastern countries. Both judges finally 
cited the second executive order as a violation to the 
U.S. Constitution’s First Amendment, with Chuang 
stating that, “the second executive order remains the 
realization of the long-envisioned Muslim ban” (Jarrett, 
“Trump’s Words Come to Haunt Him in Court,” 
CNN Politics, 18 March 2017). Chuang also said those 
wanting evidence of Trump’s anti-Muslim intent need 
to look no further than what the President has said 
about it himself. Most likely, he is referring to then-
candidate Trump’s campaign speech in December 
2015 during which he publicly promoted such a ban 
(Jenna Johnson, “Trump Calls for 
a ‘Total and Complete Shutdown 
of Muslims Entering the United 
States,’” Washington Post, 7 
December 2015).

What will Trump do now 
that both of his presidential 
attempts to restrict travel from 
Muslim-majority countries have 
been blocked by U.S. lawyers and 
judges? During a rally on March 
15 in Nashville, Trump decried 
the ruling as an “unprecedented 
judicial overreach” (Zeke Miller, 
“Trump Blasts ‘Unprecedented 
Judicial Overreach’ by Courts 
Blocking Travel Ban,” Time, 15 
March 2017). He pledged to 
appeal to the Federal District 
Court rulings and ultimately take 

the issue to the Supreme Court if necessary. (Note, the 
first time he hinted at this, it never happened.) He is 
backed by the Department of Justice, which pledged 
to defend the second executive order in a statement 
made Wednesday night: “The President’s executive 
order falls squarely within his lawful authority in 
seeking to protect our nation’s security” (Richard 
Gonzales, “Trump Travel Ban Blocked Nationwide by 
Federal Judges in Hawaii, Maryland,” NPR, 15 March 
2017). Though travelling is currently permitted from 
the six countries to the United States, the restriction 
is subject to appeal by the appeals court at any 
given moment. However, the swiftness in which the 
executive orders were struck down, and the extension 
of court rulings without successful appeals, suggests 
that similar travel bans in the future are unlikely. 
With the ‘travel ban’ targeting countries with Muslim 
populations ranging from 90.7% - 99.8% without the 
pretext of immediate threat, and with the court’s 
favorable bias toward religious minorities in those 
countries, it will be difficult for Trump to prevail over 
the U.S. Constitution by renewing his executive order 
(Jarrett, “Trump Admin to Appeal Travel Ban Rulings 
‘Soon’,” CNN Politics, 26 March 2017).

President Trump’s second executive order on immigration bars citizens of six countries from 
entering the United States; Iraq was eliminated from the second order.

Left: Protesters at San Francisco International Aiport on Sunday, 
January 29. Right: Thousands of protesters with banners and 
placards march through central London during a demonstration 
against U.S. President Donald Trump on February 4, 2017. 
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immigration platform for more than a decade, but 
has only now received substantial support amidst 
the ongoing refugee crisis. Often referred to as the 
“Dutch Trump,” he wants to ban the Quran, shut 
down all mosques, and take the Netherlands out of 
the European Union (Vin Shahrestani et al., “Dutch 
Election 2017: Who is Geert Wilders, the ‘Dutch 
Trump,’” Telegraph, 15 March 2017). Although initial 
polls projected his PVV to come out on top, Rutte’s 
VVD took the lead in the polls as the election 
drew nearer. Despite his defeat this spring, Wilders 
adamantly claims his political agenda will not change, 
declaring that Rutte has not seen the last of him 
(“Dutch Election: Wilders Defeat Celebrated by PM 
Rutte,” BBC, 16 March 2017).

Despite this election’s triumph over populism, one 
unifying point of opposition may not be enough to 
integrate the voice of each coalition party into one 
government. Most coalition governments are unstable 
because of the varying political ideologies of each party, 
creating difficulties when forming a new government. 

General elections held in the Netherlands on 
Wednesday, March 15 resulted in a democratic victory 
over far-right populism, but the battle was just the 
beginning of a wave of difficulties to come when 
forming the new Dutch government. Consisting of 150 
members, the Lower House of the Dutch Parliament 
is elected every four years. Because one party cannot 
achieve a majority of 76 seats in the chamber on its 
own, the Netherlands must be governed by a coalition 
of many different parties. The leader of the party who 
wins the most seats in parliament is normally chosen 
to be prime minister (“Basic Facts About Amsterdam,” 
Amsterdam.info, 25 April 2017).

This March, 28 parties vied for seats in the 
parliament. Conservative Prime Minister Mark 
Rutte’s Party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD) 
won 33 seats, while Geert Wilders’ far-right Freedom 
Party (PVV) came in a distant second, with only 

20 seats. Because VVD did not win a majority, a 
coalition government is inevitable. It is likely that 
the GroenLinks (GreenLeft) Party and the Christian 
Democratic Appeal (CDA) will be among the coalition 
(Lauren Said-Moorhouse et al., “Dutch Election: 
Europe’s Far-Right Populists Fail First Test,” CNN, 16 
March 2017).

Although GreenLeft and VVD clash on many 
issues like income inequality and refugee policy, they 
will have one unifying point of opposition: Geert 
Wilders. Their anti-Wilders union will prevent the 
right-wing party candidate from having a voice 
anywhere other than in the parliament (Cas Mudde, 
“The Dutch Election Shows How Not to Defeat 
Populism,” New York Times, 16 March 2017).

Wilders has been campaigning on an anti-

Europe

Dutch Elections: Amidst Left Triumph, A Mixed Bag Government     
by Mira Anderson’18

Dutch Prime Minister Mark Rutte celebrates his party’s election 
night victory.

Defeated prime minister Geert Wilders is proud that his party 
rose four seats from the previous election.

Leader of the GroenLinks (GreenLeft), Jesse Klaver, benefited 
from voters fleeing the traditional leftist Labour party.
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Belgium took 541 days to form a government after its 
2010 election, and Greece and Spain both had to hold 
second elections after their first parliaments failed to 
form coalitions. The Netherlands’ case is extreme. 
Its government will likely be a coalition of four to six 
parties ranging across the political spectrum. Many 
believe this fractured political system will “play right 
into Mr. Wilders’ hands” (Mudde). Politician Edith 
Schippers predicts the new Dutch government will 
not be in place for another three months (Nik Martin, 
“Why the Dutch Need Three Months to Form a 

Soft Landing or Hard Brexit?     by Timothy Eng ’17

On March 29, British Prime Minister Theresa 
May sent a six-page letter to Donald Tusk, president 
of the European Council, to invoke Article 50, the 
legal procedure to initiate Brexit. She has kept the 
promises she made last October, officially announcing 
that the United Kingdom will be parting ways with the 
European Union, following a surprising referendum 
result in June 2016. While many have speculated the 
coming of an official Brexit procedure, the signing 
of Article 50 only signals the beginning of a difficult 

process full of trade 
deals and immigration negotiations. After this, the 
UK has two years to strike the terms of Brexit with 
the other 27 EU member states, figuring out, among 
other things, the economic relationship between 
the two parties and the terms of immigration and 
residency.

The EU was established shortly after World War 
II as a political and economic union. Since then, it has 
grown from a mere six countries to 28 member states. 
Combined as the second largest economy in the 
world (behind China), EU members encourage free 
trade, immigration, and capital through standardized 
currency (the euro) and judicial systems. Having been 
in the Union for more than 40 years, the UK has 
largely integrated and intertwined with the European 
Union system, so leading countries in the EU, such as 
Germany and France, will likely give Mrs. May a hard 
time throughout the negotiations to demonstrate 

the consequences, and prevent another member 
state from breaking out. May laid out her two main 
priorities that she hopes to achieve through the 
negotiations: enforce stricter border control to limit 
the number of immigrants and avoid the jurisdiction 
from the European Court of Justice (“Theresa May’s 
Brexit Speech in Full: Prime Minister Outlines Her 12 
Objectives for Negotiations,” Independent, 17 January 
2017). 

Proponents of Brexit fuel the public’s fear of 
immigration, arguing that, amid the violence and 
terrorist attacks in Europe, the UK must shut down its 
borders and screen out unwelcome people to remain 
a safe and independent nation. The net immigration 
number stands at more than 300,000 people a year. 
Prime Minister May commits to cutting that number 
to 100,000, which she considers a sustainable level 
(Alan Travis, “Net Migration to UK Falls Sharply After 
Brexit Vote,” Guardian 23 February 2017.) Another 
issue is how Britain deals with EU citizens in the 
UK and British citizens in EU countries. According 
to May: “EU citizens living in the UK make a vital 
contribution to our society and economy. Without 
them, we would be poorer and our public services 
weaker (Gemma Mullin and Sam Webb, “Uncertainty 
Surrounds the Millions of EU Nationals in the UK 
Post-Brexit,” Sun, 5 April 2017). The UK will need to 
set arrangements and decide how the EU will deal 
with the residency of 4 million expatriates all over the 
continent. 

Government,” Deutsche Welle, 30 March 2017).
The election in the Netherlands was the first of 

many to come this year in Europe. Outgoing French 
President Francois Hollande and German Chancellor 
Angela Merkel have both praised Rutte’s win as a 
victory against extremism, but populist parties in 
their respective countries are expected to gain a 
larger voice in the coming elections (BBC). Although 
Wilders’ Party for Freedom lost in this year’s Dutch 
election, his campaign embodied the growing populist 
sentiment prevalent across Europe.

British Prime Minister Theresa May

Scotland’s First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon
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Mrs. May also acknowledges that such objectives 
mean that the UK will be leaving the EU’s single 
currency market. The European Court of Justice 
(ECJ) acts as the court that enforces EU laws in the 
common market. As May has repeatedly reiterated, 
Brexit will make no difference if the UK remains 
in that market, and Britain is not “leaving only to 
return to the jurisdiction of the European Court of 
Justice.” Being in the single market means accepting 
the EU’s four freedoms – freedom of goods, services, 
capital, and people, and “complying with EU’s rules 
and regulations that regulate those reforms” (Jon 
Henley, “Key Points from May’s Brexit Speech: What 
Have We Learned?” Guardian, 17 January 2017). As an 
alternative option, Britain will have to negotiate new 
trade deals with each of the member states to ensure 
the UK will be able to carry out businesses freely 
without trade barriers. 

More trouble lurks from within. While the pro-
Brexit campaign won the referendum by a close 
52-48%, the four regions in the UK remain largely 
divided on the issue. England and Wales voted for 
Brexit; Scotland and Northern Ireland voted for so-
called “Bremain” (remain in the EU). Just on March 13, 
Scotland’s first minister, Nicola Sturgeon, challenged 
the UK and hinted the possibility of a second 
independence referendum between autumn of 2018 
and spring of 2019 (“Scotched; Article 50,” Economist, 
18 March 2017). It’s not difficult to understand why. 
The initiation of Article 50 means that Scotland, too, 
will have to break apart from the EU, but a staggering 

60% majority of Scottish voters wish to stay. Mrs. 
Sturgeon is riding on the increasing wave of citizens 
who are turning to support Scottish independence, 
which currently stands at 46% of the population, 
twice as much compared to when the nation held its 
first referendum in 2014 (“Britain Is Sliding Towards 
Scoxit,” Economist, 18 February 2017). Sturgeon also 
added that May said Scotland will be on the course for 
“uncertainty and division” if the second referendum 
takes place. 

What happens if the UK and EU reach the end 
of the two-year deadline and still cannot reach an 
agreement on Brexit deals? Theresa May’s personal 
mantra, “No deal is better than a bad deal,” only 
signifies the thorny challenges that Britain will face 
while drafting new boundaries and rules. Many 
doubt the credibility of her statement, as the British 
government has not yet released any economic or 
political predictions regarding the UK’s future if the 
two parties cannot reach a consensus. Most likely, the 
UK will fall back to the “WTO option,” which puts 
the UK out of the EU and gives it less influence in 
affecting WTO (World Trade Organization) decisions 
on tariffs and quotas (“The Negotiator; Britain and 
the European Union,” Economist, 1 April 2017). On 
the other hand, the 27 EU member states can vote to 
extend the negotiation deadline, allowing more time 
to carve out the details for the divorce and trade deals. 
Either way, the next two years will decide the future 
development of the UK as an independent nation, 
and no doubt will it be a difficult path to tread.

French Voters Embrace EU, Emmanuel Macron     by Grace Lyons ’19

While you are undoubtedly aware that the United 
States held a presidential election in November, more 
than six months ago, you may not be quite as familiar 
with the French presidential election that occurred 
just weeks ago, in early May. Like the contest in the 
U.S., the presidential election in France caused quite 
a stir, both at home and abroad. You may ask yourself 
why this vote was so important. It is because this 
pivotal election was to decide the fate of France and, 
symbolically, the fate of the European Union (Joschka 
Fischer, “The French Election and Europe’s Future,” 
Social Europe, 4 May 2017). Some far-right and far-left 
candidates supported France’s exit from the EU, its 
return to the franc (instead of the euro) as its currency, 
and implementation of a stricter immigration policy.

A presidential election in France differs structurally 
from the one in the United States. First, France has 
a multi-party political system. Therefore, the French 
have more options, both in parties and in candidates, 
than Americans, who are limited (realistically) to just 
two parties, Republicans and Democrats. In the 2017 
French election, there were nearly a dozen candidates 
and parties vying for the presidency. In the U.S., 

after political parties host summer conventions to 
formally nominate their candidates — the nominee 
is selected based on the number of delegates earned 
during the primaries earlier that winter and spring 
— a Republican candidate runs against a Democratic 
candidate in the November general election. France 
also holds primaries to determine each party’s ultimate 
candidate, but because of its multi-party system, it is 
necessary to hold two rounds of voting. All candidates 
run in the first round of voting, this year held on April 
23. The top two vote getters advance to the second 
round, or runoff, on May 7. The winner of the second 
round is officially the president.

Two of the more established French political 
coalitions (which have formed alliances with 
smaller parties) are led Socialist Party (PS) and The 
Republicans (LR). In recent years, National Front 
(FN) has emerged as a strong third party. Given the 
nature of France’s multi-party system, however, new 
candidates with new political parties surface every 
five years, just as the next presidential election comes 
around; Emmanuel Macron’s En Marche! is a good 
example of this. 
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This year, eleven candidates presented themselves 
in the primary. Socialist François Hollande, elected 
president in 2012, wisely decided not to seek reelection. 
He had an approval rating of 4%, the lowest in French 
history, and was deemed as the most dissatisfactory 
president to the French people (Emily Tamkin, 
“Mon Dieu, François Hollande’s Approval Rating Is 
at 4 Percent,” Foreign Policy, 2 November 2016). The 
candidates in the primary included the following: 
Marine Le Pen (National Front), Emmanuel Macron 
(En Marche!), François Fillon (The Republicans), 
Jean-Luc Mélenchon (La France Insoumise), Benoît 
Hamon (Socialist Party), François Asselineau (Popular 
Republican Union), Nicolas Dupont-Aignan (Debout 
la France), Jean Lassalle (Résistons!), Philippe Poutou 
(New Anticapitalist Party), Nathalie Arthaud (Lutte 
Ouvrière), and Jacques Cheminade (Solidarity and 
Progress). 

Marine Le Pen immediately attracted the attention 
of the world due to the extremity of her rightist views. 
Her main ideas included the withdrawal of France from 

the European Union and battling Islamic terrorism. A 
fervent nationalist, Le Pen often referred to “bringing 
back France’s glory” in order to make France great 
again. Le Pen was the candidate of the National Front, 
a political party founded by her father, Jean-Marie Le 
Pen. When the party was initially created in 1972, 
some of its ideas were widely regarded as xenophobic, 
anti-Semitic, and anti-immigrant. Throughout the 
campaign, Le Pen carefully distanced herself from 
her father in public, trying to symbolize the party’s 
adoption of different fundamental thoughts.

Emmanuel Macron, a liberal centrist candidate 

Marine Le Pen, François Fillon, Jean-Luc Mélenchon, and Emmanuel Macron fared 
best after the first round of voting in France’s presidential election. LePen and Macron 
advanced to the second round two weeks later, where Macron earned a resounding 
victory.

representing En Marche! (meaning “Onward!”), stood 
out during the primary for many reasons. First, he is 
only 39 years old, a true infant in the world of politics. 
Second, he has just a few years of prior political 
experience; he was an investment banker at the Bank 
de Rothschild in Paris before joining Hollande’s 
senior staff in 2012. Third, Macron raised eyebrows 
when it was revealed that he married his elementary 
school teacher, 24 years his senior. A former Socialist, 
Macron declared himself independent in 2015, later 
founding his own party, En Marche! (the initials, EM, 
match his). He developed a strong economic plan that 
aims to lower taxes on companies and to approach the 
35-hour work week with more flexibility. Macron, a 
fresh face in politics, is a breath of fresh air to France.

The results of the first round election were 
relatively close. Subsequent to nationally televised 
debate and campaigning, four candidates stood out 
significantly among the eleven. On April 23, Macron 
garnered 24% of the votes, Le Pen received 21.3%, 
François Fillon earned 20%, and Jean-Luc Mélenchon 

got 19.6%. Since Macron and Le Pen 
received the highest percentages of 
votes among the eleven candidates, 
they advanced to the second, and 
final, round on May 7 (Tara John, 
“Your Complete Guide to the 
French Presidential Elections,” Time, 
25 April 2017).

Le Pen, with her blonde hair 
always neatly tucked behind her 
ears, attacked Macron during 
debate by accusing him of economic 
obscurity. He gracefully handled the 
false accusations and continued his 
campaign around the country. After 
weeks of touring, campaigning, and 
debating, May 7 finally came. It 
was time to let the French decide 
their fate. Would they elect a far-
right anti-immigrant nationalist, 
sworn to withdraw France from 
the EU? Or a young, worldly, liberal 
centrist, who fully supports EU 
membership? Before the runoff 
election drew near, Barack Obama 

released a video expressing his support of Macron. 
The former U.S. president is very popular in France, 
so this heartfelt endorsement touched many of the 
people who were still undecided. Like the one in the 
U.S., this presidential election was tough. However, 
the French learned from the mistakes of others. 
Liberté, égalité et fraternité prevailed on May 7. Marine 
Le Pen earned just one-third of the votes, (33.9%), 
while Emmanuel Macron swept with 66.1%, making 
him the triumphant new president of France (“How 
France Voted,” New York Times, 7 May 2017). “La France 
ne s’est pas laissé trumpé.”
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carried excess cargo (139 times out of 241 trips). 
Investigators have found out that the company 

profited from overloading the ferry, earning an extra 
profit of $2.9 million since then (Park). When the 

Sewol ferry departed from Incheon port on that 
fateful day, it not only carried 2,142.7 tons of cargo and 
passengers, but also carried “loosely tied goods” that 
shifted when the vessel made a sharp turn, “knocking 
the vessel off balance” (Park). The most corrupt act 
that engendered the harshest criticism from the 
public was the irresponsibility of the crew. On the 
morning of April 16 when the ship began to tilt, 
“an inexperienced third mate was guiding the ship” 
and “the captain was not at helm at the time of the 

The Sewol (SEH-wol) ferry, carrying Danwon 
High School juniors excited for their class trip to Jeju 
Island (located off the southern coast of the Korean 
peninsula), capsized three years ago, on April 16, 2014. 
Of the 476 passengers on board, 304 died – 250 of 
whom were high school students and 12 of whom were 
teachers (Adam Withnall, “South Korea Ferry: Six 
Teenage Girls Who Survived Sewol Horror Describe 
‘Floating Out of Cabins’ As Ship Filled With Water,” 
Independent, 28 July 2014). This horrific incident 
became South Korea’s worst maritime disaster in 44 
years.

When the ferry sank, the disaster revealed major 
flaws in the Korean regulatory systems. At the 
time of her purchase by the Chonghaejin Marine 
Company, Sewol was 18 years old and dilapidated. 
After the purchase, the ferry was refurbished in 2012: 
“Chonghaejin added extra passenger cabins on the 
third, fourth and fifth decks, raising passenger capacity 
and altering the weight and balance of the vessel” 
(Madison Park, “What Went Wrong on Sewol,” CNN, 
15 May 2014). The ship was now 187 tons heavier, and 
a new stability regulation required the total weight of 
cargo and passengers to be reduced from 2,525 tons 
to 1,070 tons (Girija Shettar and Moyoun Jin, “Sewol 
Renovation Safety Under Scrutiny,” Fairplay, 27 May 
2014). The ferry was mainly employed on the Incheon 
to Jeju route, each one-way voyage 425 km (264 mi) 
long. However, since Chonghaejin Marine Company 
began using Sewol in March 2013, 57% of its trips 

Sewol Ferry Salvaged Three Years After Tragedy     by Rosie Park ’18

South Korean coast guard members search for passengers near 
the sunken Sewol ferry in April 2014.
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accident” (Park). At 8:55 a.m., after Sewol’s captain Lee 
Jun-seok communicated to the Vessel Transportation 
Service (VTS) station in Jeju that the ship was listing 
and sinking, he became negligent of his duty as the 
captain. Lee “left the ship without announcing to the 
passengers and other crew members to abandon ship 
or deploying the life boats.” Even as the passengers 
obeyed the announcement that ordered them to 
“stay in their rooms,” the captain and the crew safely 
“arrived at the port of Jindo by 10:30 a.m.” (“The 
Sewol Tragedy: Part 1 – The Accident,” Ask A Korean, 
29 April 2014). Captain Lee was later “sentenced to 
life in prison after being convicted of murder through 
willful negligence” (Choe Sang-hun, “South Korea 
Raises Ferry That Sank in 2014 Disaster,” New York 
Times, 22 March 2017). However, the hopeless death of 
more than 300 individuals, many of whom had yet to 
live a full life, can never be reversed.

Almost three years since the tragic accident, 
Sewol was salvaged from the depths of the ocean and 
resurfaced on Thursday, March 23, 2017. Of the 304 
victims, “nine bodies were never found” (Nicola Smith, 
“Sewol Ferry Raised From Its Watery Grave in South 
Korea Three Years After Vessel’s Sinking Killed 300 
on Board,” Telegraph, 23 March 2017). Furthermore, 
with dissenting accounts of what happened on the 
boat, investigators still do not know why the ship 
capsized. Sewol special investigation commission’s 
chairman Lee Suk-tae claims, “we would only know 
why the ship sank after it is lifted out of the water 
and thoroughly investigated. Before that happens, 
everything is speculation and hypothesis” (Jun M. 
Park, “Sewol Salvage and Investigation: Where They 
Stand,” Korean Exposé, 3 September 2016). These 
motives led to the continuation of the operation to 
salvage the vessel despite the lengthy process taking 
over a year and the overwhelming cost of “$90 million” 
and “400 people…working around the clock” (“Salvage 
of South Korea’s Sewol Ferry: The Facts,” Phys.org, 23 
March 2017). The process of recovering Sewol has 
been described as a “battle between man and nature”: 
the job not only requires lifting “the 6,825-tonne ship 
lying on its side 44 metres (145 feet),” but also keeping 
the vessel “intact, rather than cutting it into pieces” 
to retrieve the remains of the nine victims and find 
the true reason behind the sinking. To do so, divers 
installed “a total of 33 ‘lifting beams’ underneath the 
wreck”   – often by digging through the seabed below 
the ferry. Once the beams were secured, they were 
linked on both ends “by 66 steel cables to two giant 
barges floating on either side of the vessel,” which 
then pulled up the cables in tandem.

Family members on boats watching the recovery 
operation waited with hope and caution, many having 
witnessed previous efforts fail. Lim Young-jae, whose 
son died in the disaster, remarks, “I came here today 
thinking I may be able to see the ship where the soul 
of my son is buried” (James Griffiths, “South Korea 

Begins Operations to Recover Sunken Sewol Ferry,” 
CNN, 22 March 2017). As shown in the nervousness 
of the families, the arduous process was painstakingly 
slow and had several setbacks, not only because of the 
“weight of the ship – estimated to have gone up to 
8,500 tons with the silt piled up inside – but due to 
constant monitoring and adjustments needed to keep 

it level” (“Salvage of South Korea’s Sewol Ferry”).
After the retrieval of the sunken ferry, “six bone 

fragments measuring 4cm to 18cm” were found on the 
morning of March 28; however, “forensic tests later 
showed that the fragments came from animals and 
not humans” (Chang May Choon, “Bone Fragments 
Found on Sewol, but Not of Missing Nine,” Straits 
Times, 29 March 2017). Shoes and other personal items 
presumed to have belonged to the victims have also 
been found by crews working on the vessel.

Families of the missing passengers nevertheless 
keep their hopes up. “We can’t help but feel stunned 
seeing the ship being raised,” lamented Lee Kum-
hee, whose daughter Cho Eun-hwa is one of the nine 
missing victims. Tearing up, she added, “My Eun-hwa 
has been in that dirty place. My poor Eun-hwa. It’s 
been heart-breaking, how cold she’s been there” (Park 
Ju-min, “Sunken South Korean Ferry Slowly Emerges 
Three Years After Disaster,” AOL, 23 March 2017). 
The mother of Yang Seung-jin also cried, “I really 
miss you, my son. I hope he gets out of the freezing 
water and meets me here,” as she wept on the island 
of Jindo, near where the ship went down (Smith).

Even though three years have passed, the tragic 
memory of the disaster still haunts many people, 
especially the families of those who perished 
underwater. Hopefully, the successful salvage of 
the Sewol ferry and further investigation will bring 
positive news that will end the suffering and torment 
of the families of the nine individuals who are still 
waiting to formally part with their loved ones.

Lee Kum-hee (left) holds a flower as she stands on the deck of a 
boat on March 28, 2017 in Jindo-gun, South Korea. Workers are 
attempting to raise the ferry from the water in the hope that the 
disaster’s final victims will be found.
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The 26th of March marked the 5th election 
of Hong Kong’s Chief Executive Officer, the top 
position in the political realm of the Hong Kong 
Special Administrative Region, with only a brief 
history of 20 years after the British handover in 1997. 
This controversial election was ominously preceded 
by several political incidents that have worsened 
the tension between locals in Hong Kong and the 
Chinese government. Started in late 2014 as a protest 
against the decision of the Standing Committee of 
the National People’s Congress to restrictively reform 
Hong Kong’s electoral system, the so-called “Umbrella 
Revolution” instigated tension between both sides 
of the political strife. Furthermore, the unfounded 
speculations regarding the Chinese government’s 
abduction of five Hong Kong booksellers who were 
publishing sensitive political works intensified this 
rocky relationship. 

So How Do You Vote? You Don’t.
The current election structure in 

Hong Kong undermines democracy, and 
the Umbrella Revolution was an indirect 
response to the system’s undemocratic 
nature and its inaccurate representation. 
In the election of the Chief Executive 
Officer, the election committee 
consisted of just 1,200 representative 
voters out of the 7 millions citizens 
in Hong Kong, approximately 0.03% 
of the population (Simon Young and 
Richard Cullen, Electing Hong Kong’s 
Chief Executive, Hong Kong University 
Press, 2010). In Annex I of Basic Law, 
the constitution states that members of 
the committee should contain 4 sectors: 
the industrial, commercial and financial 

sector; the professions; the labor, social services, 
religious, and other sectors; and members of a few 
political councils (Young and Cullen). This system is 
similar to the Electoral College in the U.S., and the 
current system of the Student Council presidential 
election at Loomis Chaffee. Some could say that the 
election committee does not fully represent Hong 
Kong as the allocation of ballots is highly skewed. For 
example, the Agricultural and Fisheries sector holds 
60 votes while the Finance and Insurance sectors have 
only a combined total of 47 votes (Benjamin Haas, 
“Hong Kong Elects a New Chief Executive: What 
You Need to Know,” Guardian, 21 March 2017). This 
allocation does not truly reflect the contribution of 
different sectors to Hong Kong’s GDP; as a financial 
hub, Hong Kong has gradually leaned away from its 
roots as a fishing village before British colonization. 
Such emphasis of a finance driven economy should 
be reflected in the Chief Executive Officer election 
committee. 

Hong Kong’s Highly Optional Options
The two most popular candidates for the Chief 

Executive Officer position were Carrie Lam and 
John Tsang. Lam was the former Chief Secretary 
for Administration under Leung Chun-ying’s 
administration, and she resigned from her former 
post in January 2017 to announce her candidacy with 
her eight-point plan of “achiev[ing] a new vision” 
for Hong Kong (Gary Cheung, Stuart Lau and Tony 
Cheung, “Carrie Lam Spells Out Her Vision for Hong 
Kong As She Enters Chief Executive Race,” South 
China Morning Post, 12 January 2017). Making increased 
establishment of housing her policy’s top priority, Lam 
emphasized “[stepping] up on land development...
and [speeding] up housing construction” to make 
houses more affordable in Hong Kong (Manifesto 

of Carrie Lam, February 
2017). She also promised to 
take a flexible approach to 
handling the public finances 
and economic development in 
Hong Kong, a direct contrast 
to Tsang’s past strategy of 
restricting the handling of 
fiscal reserves. His platform 
for the election featured tax 
reform, education, and a 
highly controversial national 
security legislation. He crafted 
his slogan, “Trust, Unity and 
Hope,” after a one-month 
delay from the Chinese central 
government in getting his 
candidacy approved (Joyce Ng, 
“John Tsang Formally Declares 

Politics: Made in Hong Kong. Or China? by Cynthia Hui ’17

Pro-democracy protesters hold umbrellas and wear protective 
clothing in front of a police line near the government headquarters 
in Hong Kong on September 28, 2014.

Hong Kong’s very popular and charismatic 
former financial secretary, John Tsang. 
Tsang said his ability to reach out across 
political divides made him better suited to 
run the Asian financial hub than his ex-boss, 
Leung Chun-ying, or chief rival, Carrie Lam.
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Bid to Lead Hong Kong and Vows to ‘Restore Hope in 
Time of Great Uncertainty,’” South China Morning Post, 
19 January 2017). The delay has drawn speculation that 
the central government favors Lam more than Tsang, 
drawing numerous criticisms that the election is a 
selection rather than a fair democratic vote. 

Since entering the competition for the top job in 
Hong Kong, Tsang has been the public’s favorite to win 
— especially with savvy Facebook posts that gather 
thousands of “likes.” Up until the day of the election, 
he had been leading by 17 points in the latest polling 
conducted by the University of Hong Kong. However, 
while he enjoyed great support from the citizens of 
Hong Kong, he lacked the motherland’s approval (Gary 
Cheung and Ng Kang Chung, “John Tsang Extends 
Poll Lead Over Carrie Lam in Hong Kong Leadership 
Race,” South China Morning Post, 16 March 2017). 
Chan Wing Kee, a member of the Chinese People’s 
Political Consultative Conference, summarizes 
Zhang DeJiang’s speech on China’s perspective on 
the Hong Kong political race: “[Zhang] is confident 
that a chief executive, who fits Beijing’s standards, 
would be elected…and 
the standards are ‘love the 
country and love Hong 
Kong’, trusted by Beijing, 
capable of governing, and 
supported by Hong Kong 
people” (Tony Cheung and 
Emily Tsang, “Beijing Has 
Last Word in Hong Kong 
Leadership Race, Delegates 
Told,” South China Morning 
Post, 4 March 2017).

Bae-jing
One cannot deny the 

influence that the central 
government has over 
politics, nor the economy 
and the culture of Hong 
Kong. Political displays of 
power are subtly exercised 
behind the political curtain. 

For example, Jasper Tsang, a former head of the 
legislature, originally wanted to run for the position 
of Chief Executive Officer, but he rescinded his 
intent after Beijing officials explicitly expressed their 
displeasure towards Tsang’s candidacy (Haas). 

In many ways, however, Beijing’s voice over Hong 
Kong is greatly valued as many of the business sectors, 
especially tourism, retail, and property markets, 
rely heavily on amiable relations with the central 
government. Although mutual economic support is 
important, it is also important for China to respect 
Hong Kong’s Basic Law, which states, “the ultimate 
aim is the selection of the chief executive by universal 
suffrage” and prohibits significant lobbying to 
manipulate election results. 

Public Display of Reaction 
Despite Tsang’s significant lead in public polls days 

before the election, Lam won with 777 votes out of 
1,200. Immediately after the announcement, members 
of the election committee protested the results, 
shouting, “I want genuine universal suffrage” (Haas, 
“Hong Kong Elections: Carrie Lam Voted Leader 
Amid Claims of China Meddling,” Guardian, 26 March 
2017). In response to the contrast in results from 
polls and the election itself, current Chief Executive 
Officer Leung asserts, “Just because a candidate is 
leading popularity polls doesn’t necessarily mean you 
should vote for [that person].” Hong Kong citizens felt 
that the results were unsurprising, but ridiculed the 
outcome. The number “7” in Cantonese pronunciation 
is often vulgarly associated with stupidity, and a lot 
of citizens jokingly described this farce of an election 
using “7” (“Hong Kong Election: Beijing-Backed Lam 
Vows to Heal Divide,” BBC News, 26 March 2017). 
Legislator Nathan Law concludes, “It will be hard for 
[Lam] to govern because she doesn’t have the support 
from ordinary people” (Haas).

Hong Kong’s Chief Executive-elect Carrie Lam with Chinese 
President Xi Jinping during a meeting in Beijing on April 11, 2017.
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20 Minutes, Malaysia Says,” NPR, 26 February 2017). 
This serves as a crippling blow to North Korea; 
Malaysia allowed up to 1,000 North Koreans to work 
there without visas, providing an important source of 

revenue for the disconnected regime (“Has 
Hermit State North Korea Become 

Even More Isolated After 
Assassination in Malaysia?” 

South China Morning Post, 22 
February 2017). 
China, North Korea’s sole 

political ally and “economic lifeline 
to the isolated country,” has also expressed its 

discontent with North Korea’s recent actions (Holtz). 
It is speculated that Kim Jong-nam’s death angered 
Chinese leaders because he was seen as a pro-Chinese 
competitor to supplant Kim Jong-un. Kim Jong-nam 
was considered to be under Chinese protection as 
he lived in Macau, a Chinese island, and Beijing, the 
Chinese capital, after his exile. His death also occurred 
a day after North Korea tested medium-range ballistic 
missiles. Since the assassination, China has halted all 
North Korean imports of coal, a major export for 
North Korea, and announced plans to work with the 
United States about North Korea’s nuclear program. 
China’s changing demeanor toward North Korea may 

Kim Jong-nam, the exiled and estranged half-
brother of North Korean dictator Kim Jong-un, was 
assassinated on February 13, 2017 at Kuala Lumpur 
International Airport. Video surveillance of the 
incident shows two women who smothered 
his face with a nerve agent. The 28-
year old Doan Thi Huong from 
Vietnam along with 25-year old 
Siti Aisyah from Indonesia 
were officially charged 
with murder on March 1. 
If convicted, they would 
both face the death 
sentence. They used VX 
nerve agent, categorized 
as a weapon of mass 
destruction by the United 
Nations and prohibited by 
the International Chemical 
Weapons Convention. It is 
an odorless and tasteless liquid 
that requires only 10 milligrams to be 
lethal (Brian Resnick, “VX, the Poison That 
Reportedly Killed Kim Jong-nam, Explained,” Vox, 24 
February 2017). Malaysian authorities reported that at 
least seven North Korean men had recruited, trained, 
and supplied the women, including a diplomat. Four 
of the men have since fled back to North Korea. 
Malaysia’s Prime Minister, Najib Razak, has publicly 
accused North Korea of killing Kim Jong-nam. 

The outcry following Kim’s death has caused 
further strain on North Korea’s already abysmal 
foreign relations. Relations between Malaysia and 
North Korea have worsened significantly and China 
has expressed discontent as well. The Malaysian 
government decided to conduct an autopsy and 
refused to transfer custody of the body to North 
Korea. Consequently, the North Korean ambassador, 
Kang Chol, accused Malaysia of “trying to conceal 
something,” attempting to slander North Korea’s 
reputation, and collude with North Korea’s enemies 
(Michael Holtz, “North Korea: Weighing Ripple 
Effects of the Murder of Kim Jong-un’s Half Brother,” 
Christian Science Monitor, 21 February 2017). 

In response, the Malaysian government deemed 
Kang persona non grata (“person not welcome”), the 
most severe form of condemnation a government can 
issue on foreign diplomats, and demanded a written 
apology. Both countries have since recalled their 
respective ambassadors, and have restrained nationals 
from the opposite country from leaving. According 
to NPR’s Elise Hu, “Malaysia’s tourism minister 
says he no longer sees any gains from maintaining 
diplomatic relations with Pyongyang” (Colin Dwyer, 
“Banned Nerve Agent Killed Kim Jong-nam Within 

Relations between Malaysia 
and North Korea have been 
strained since Kim Jong-nam 
(left) was killed in Kuala 
Lumpur, reportedly on the 
orders of his half-brother, 
North Korean leader Kim 
Jong-un (right).

Kim Jong-nam’s Assassination: What’s Next?     by Louis Chen ’18

Doan Thi Huong, 28, (left, from Vietnam) and Siti Aisyah, 25, 
(right, from Indonesia) have said they thought they were taking 
part in a TV prank, not a political assassination. They were 
arrested in March for the murder of Kim Jong-nam and could face 
a death sentence if convicted.
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The first forcible impeachment of a democratically 
elected leader has sent shockwaves through the 
world. Cult participation, the sharing of classified 
information, and a life-long friend’s influence all 
lead to the majority vote to impeach South Korean 
President Park Geun-hye on March 10, 2017. Park’s 
case has been a democratic horror story in terms 
of government corruption, but also a triumphant 
example of the “power of the people” principle on 

17 March 2017). Tillerson told reporters “all of the 
options are on the table,” referring to the possibility 
of using military force. In March, the United States 
supplied South Korea with a missile defense system; 
the Terminal High Altitude Area Defence (THAAD) is 
designed to neutralize medium range ballistic missiles 
in an interceptor range of about 125 miles (Lily Hay 
Newman, “All About the U.S. Missile Defense That’ll 
Protect South Korea—And Tick Off China,” Wired, 
23 April 2017). The assassination has also instigated 
American debate about placing North Korea back on 
the United States’ terror watch list.  

Kim Jong-nam’s death and North Korea’s reaction 
to it have put the country in a challenging position. 
North Korea has worsened ties with two allies and 
is at risk of becoming even more politically and 
economically isolated. It has also introduced the topic 
of chemical warfare into the global conversation; 
North Korea is not currently a signatory of the 
International Chemical Weapons Conventions and is 
believed to have up to 5,000 tons of chemical agents 
(Dwyer). Ultimately, Kim Jong-nam’s death has shown 
the world just how unpredictable North Korea may 
be.

Impeachment Scandal Consumes South Korea   by Rachael Burstein ’17

Ousted South Korean President Park Geun-hye, center, arrives at 
the Seoul Central District Court for a hearing on a prosecutors’ 
request for her arrest in a corruption scandal, in Seoul, South 
Korea, on Thursday, March 30, 2017.

result in more cooperation with other countries in 
dealing with the isolated nation. 

Tensions between North Korea and South Korea 
have also heightened. Hwang Kyo-ahn, then acting 
president of South Korea, called the incident “an 
intolerable crime against humanity and terrorist 
act” (Choe Sang-hun and Richard C. Paddock, “Kim 
Jong-nam Killing Was ‘Terrorist Act’ by North Korea, 
South Says,” New York Times, 20 February 2017). Public 
opinion in South Korea has tipped toward making a 
more fierce and forceful position against its northern 
neighbor. This sudden shift could leave impressions for 
later this spring during the South Korean presidential 
elections, the results of which will have lasting effects 
on the region. 

In aligning with South Korea, the United States has 
also expressed plans for a stricter and more rigorous 
position against the North. Andrew Buncombe of 
The Independent reports that U.S. Secretary of State 
Rex Tillerson has proposed ending America’s policy 
of “‘strategic patience,’ where the U.S. tolerated the 
North’s nuclear and missile tests” and has instead 
planned a tenacious approach to resist its nuclear 
program (“Donald Trump Accuses North Korea of 
‘Behaving Very Badly’ Saying China Is Not Helping,” 

which democracies across the world were founded. 
To understand the president whose secrets became 
public so unexpectedly, one must analyze her tricky 
past leading up to her 2012 election.

With most presidential candidates, one can expect 
a squeaky-clean past: an ambitious child of two 
married parents who received a solid education and 
worked hard for years leading up to a string of political 
victories. These defining characteristics made Park an 
unconventional candidate by comparison. Her father 
was a military leader and eventually the president of 
South Korea via military coup from 1961 to his death in 
1979 (Michael Breen, “Assassination of President Park 
Chung-hee in 1979,” Korea Times, 24 October 2010). 
Although the public disapproved of Chung-hee for 
his infamous torturing and killing of dissenters during 
his presidency, South Koreans praised his success in 
helping their economy grow. In less than two decades, 
he’d taken a poor, developing country and performed 
an economic miracle. However, things took a dramatic 
turn in 1974, when a would-be North Korean assassin 
accidentally killed Park’s mother, not her father the 
president. In response, a 22-year-old Park Geun-hye 
stepped in as first lady to her widowed father. Five 
years later, he too was assassinated by his CIA director 
in a coup d’état that ended the controversial 18-year 
dictatorship (Breen). 

Despite Park’s drama-filled youth and young 
adulthood, she became a hopeful candidate and then 
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the eventual president of South Korea in 2012. Even 
though she was the daughter of a dictator and held 
conservative views in a left-leaning country, Park 
won. She assured a new era for South Korea, and 
promised to unite the people (Chico Harlan, “Park 
Geun-hye Wins South Korea’s Presidential Election,” 
Washington Post, 19 December 2012). Her honesty 
when it came to condemning her father’s dictatorship 
proved that she would not run in his honor, but rather 
in the people’s honor. Although she sought to mimic 
some of the successful economic strategies of her 
father’s dictatorship, she was effective in separating 
herself from her family’s past. One of Park’s campaign 
promises was that she’d try to undo some of her 
father’s damage, namely the social problems he 
created. On the night of her victory, Park thanked the 
public for their votes, at one point saying, “I will not 
forget your trust in me” (Harlan). Now, almost five 
years after her inauguration, that statement could not 
be more ironic. 

Unfortunately for her South Korean fan base, 
Park’s secrets crept into the scene too late. Her 
greatest mistake: her friendship with Choi Soon-sil, 
her informal advisor and confidante (James Griffiths, 
“South Korea Presidential Scandal: What You Need 
to Know,” CNN, 31 March 2017). Back in the 1970s, 
Choi’s father, a leader of the “The Church of Eternal 
Life” cult, befriended Park’s father. Before long, 
Mr. Choi was advising Ms. Park in her duties as the 
stand-in first lady after her mother’s death, and a new 
friendship between the two developed. There was 
speculation during Mr. Park’s reign that Mr. Choi 
gained enormous wealth through his connection to 
the president, and used his role as a spiritual leader 
to manipulate the family. Now, decades later, similar 
claims are being made about the pair’s daughters. 
Throughout Park’s presidency, Ms. Choi, holding no 
official government position, supposedly had access 

to government documents and knowledge of top-
secret state affairs. In addition, Ms. Choi supposedly 
exploited her relationship with President Park to 
coerce companies into donating millions of dollars 
to her own non-profit organizations, whose funds 
she then abused for personal gain (“South Korea’s 
Presidential Scandal,” BBC News, 10 March 2017). 
It’s still uncertain if Park was fully aware of Choi’s 
suspicious transactions, but she may end up paying for 
them. Now that she has been impeached, she loses her 
presidential immunity and can be criminally charged. 
In addition to Park and Choi, a group of former 
presidential aides are being investigated on charges 
of abuse of power, coercion, and giving presidential 
documents to Choi (BBC News). 

Park’s broadest and most impactful offense 
is threatening South Korea’s democracy by not 
practicing transparency, the idea that there should 
always be some level of openness between the people 
and their government. South Koreans hope for 
honest leaders and they choose their representatives 
accordingly. Her father, military leader Park Chung-
hee, had been autocratically elected and ruled for 
nearly two decades. His harsh dictatorship had taken 
a lot from South Koreans, but it also fortified many of 
the country’s democratic principles. By holding Park 

Geun-hye accountable for her actions this past spring, 
South Koreans successfully exercised their rights as 
citizens. They felt cheated, so they responded. 

Obviously, not all corruption in South Korea is 
gone; the collusion between business executives 
and government officials continues to pollute its 
democracy at every level. But one hopes that after the 
election of its new president, Moon Jae-in, on May 
9 the country can reaffirm its democratic principles 
with a leader reflective of their hopes and values.

Choi Soon-sil, center, the jailed confidante of disgraced South 
Korean President Park Geun-hye, appears for the first day of her 
trial at the Seoul Central District Court on December 19, 2016.

Moon Jae-in, South Korea’s new president
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Remembering Anti-Apartheid Leader Ahmed Kathrada     
by Ethan Levinbook ’20

Anti-apartheid activist Ahmed Mohamed 
Kathrada passed away on March 28, 2017 at the age 
of 87 in Johannesburg, South Africa. Kathrada, along 
with Nelson Mandela, was tried and imprisoned for 
26 years for planning to overthrow the apartheid 
government. The Kathrada Foundation announced 
that he had suffered a number of complications 
following brain surgery related to a blood clot 
(Zaakirah Vadi, “Kathrada in Serious Condition,” 
Kathrada Foundation, 27 March 2017).

Kathrada was born on August 21, 1929 in Schweizer-
Reneke, a town located in the Transvaal Province of 
Northwest South Africa. One of six children of Muslim 
Indian immigrants from Gujarat, Kathrada’s formative 
years were defined by significant discrimination and 
an absence of opportunity. As a result of his Indian 
heritage, Kathrada was barred from attending school 
in his hometown. Subsequently, at eight years of age, 
Kathrada relocated to Johannesburg from Schweizer-
Reneke with his family, seeking a better life and 
equality in education (Peter Granitz, “Late Anti-
Apartheid Leader Ahmed Kathrada: ‘Don’t Harbor 
Hatred and Revenge,’” NPR, 28 March 2017).

Kathrada became very active in leftist politics 
during his time spent in Johannesburg, first joining 
the Young Communist League of South Africa at the 
age of 12. When he was 17 years old, he participated 
in a nonviolent protest organized by the South 
African Indian Congress, and was one of thousands 
of participants detained for disobeying a law that 
oppressed Indians. Kathrada’s criminal record 
grew exponentially in the following decade as he 
was arrested numerous times for civil disobedience 
(“Ahmed Kathrada,” South African History Online, 17 
February 2011).

Kathrada rose to international prominence in 
July 1963 when he and other anti-apartheid activists 
were arrested in Rivonia, a section of Johannesburg. 
It was here where members of two separate outlawed 
anti-apartheid organizations, the South African 
Communist Party (SACP), and the African National 
Congress (ANC), utilized the deserted Liliesleaf 
farmhouse as a place of assembly. In October 1963, 
Kathrada was charged with participating in an 
attempted coup. Others indicted included ANC 
Secretary-General Walter Sisulu, as well as Mandela. 
Although he had already been imprisoned for over 
a year, Mandela faced new accusations of subversive 
activity after authorities uncovered documents in 
Rivonia associating him with the radical groups 
(Sewell Chan, “Ahmed Kathrada, Anti-Apartheid 
Activist in South Africa, Dies at 87,” New York Times, 
28 March 2017).

The Rivonia Trial, often referred to as “the trial 
that changed South Africa,” proved a major milestone 
in the resistance against racial discrimination, both 
domestic and abroad (“Rivonia Trial 1963-1964,” South 
African History Online, 30 March 2011). It was during 
this trial that Mandela, in a passionate testimony 
lasting almost three hours, declared that he was 
willing to sacrifice his life for racial equality. “During 
my lifetime I have dedicated myself to this struggle of 
the African people,” Mandela stated. “I have fought 
against white domination, and I have fought against 
black domination. I have cherished the ideal of a 
democratic and free society in which all persons live 
together in harmony and with equal opportunities. It 
is an ideal which I hope to live for and to achieve. But 
if need be, it is an ideal for which I am prepared to die” 
(“I Am Prepared to Die,” Nelson Mandela Foundation, 
20 April 2011).

Nelson Mandela, left, and Ahmed Kathrada spent nearly two 
decades at Robben Island prison together. 

africa

Ahmed Kathrada holds a famous apartheid era sign.
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[Kathrada’s nickname] was a tower of strength and a 
source of inspiration to many prisoners, both young 
and old, and across the political spectrum” (“Ahmed 
Kathrada”).

In 1989, Kathrada was freed at the age of 60, 
having spent about one-third of his life in prison. 
When the African National Congress won control of 
South Africa in the first racially impartial elections 
of 1994 and subsequently dismantled apartheid, 
President Nelson Mandela appointed Kathrada as his 
parliamentary advisor. After serving one term in office 
from 1994-1999, Kathrada resigned, committing 
his later life to telling his story. He wrote several 
autobiographies, including Letters From Robben Island, 
No Bread for Mandela, Memoirs, A Free Mind, and The 
Simple Freedom. He conducted numerous tours of 
Robben Island to notable figures including former 
Cuban leader Fidel Castro and American singer 
Beyoncé. He led President Barack Obama on two 
different tours of the island, both before and after his 
presidency.

Kathrada is survived by his wife, Barbara Hogan, 
who in 1982 was sentenced to a decade in prison for 
her involvement in the outlawed African National 
Congress. After her release from prison following the 
fall of apartheid in the early 1990s, she was appointed 
Minister of Health and of Public Enterprises (“Barbara 
Anne Hogan,” South African History Online, 17 February 
2011).

Although Ahmed Kathrada is no longer with us, his 
story of resilience, courage, and standing up for one’s 
own convictions will certainly live on. His actions and 
beliefs continue to set a precedent for future progress 
and change. Kathrada’s life truly demonstrates how 
one can turn adversity into opportunity through great 
sacrifice.

Despite this spellbinding message, on June 11, 
1964, eight of the ten defendants were sentenced to 
life imprisonment for allegedly organizing a putsch 
against the apartheid government (“Rivonia Trial”).

Kathrada was imprisoned for approximately 26 
years, 18 of which were spent on Robben Island. 
While imprisoned on the island, the apartheid regime 
attempted to break the inmates, both physically and 
emotionally. He recalled the mistreatment of inmates 
during his sentence: “The security police and the 
prison authorities…they tried to instill into our minds 
that we would be forgotten in a few years’ time. They 
did everything to crush our morale” (Chan). Kathrada, 
Mandela, Sisulu, and two other defendants from the 
Rivonia Trial were transferred to Pollsmoor Prison 
near Cape Town in 1982. Kathrada sought to optimize 
his time spent at Pollsmoor, obtaining four college 
degrees in history, criminology, African politics, and 
library science (Granitz). Sisulu recalled Kathrada’s 
inspiring strength while serving his sentence: “Kathy 

During a visit in June 2013, President Obama and his family listen 
to Kathrada share his experience at Robben Island.

One Small Step for Science, One Giant Leap for Ethiopia    
by Hanna Hameedy ’17

Ethiopia, one of the poorest and most populous 
countries in Africa, stands out in many ways. As one 
of the few countries on the continent that withstood 
the 19th and 20th centuries without any major foreign 
occupation, Ethiopia is home to one of the oldest 
pre-colonial Christian populations, as well as the 
youngest average population (CIA World Factbook). 
Impervious to the destructive and destabilizing 
ethnic cleansing that its neighbors Sudan and South 
Sudan have experienced, Ethiopia displays stability 
within the region for the first time in decades after its 
government witnessed a peaceful transition of power 
between prime ministers in 2012. Yet, despite all these 
unique characteristics, one of the most intriguing 
and groundbreaking developments to come out of 
Ethiopia is its budding space program.

After years of lobbying by the Ethiopian Space 

Astronomers in Ethiopia have built two metal domes that house 
telescopes, each 3ft in diameter. The work was completed in 
2013, and the equipment, the first in eastern Africa, has been 
operational since early 2015. Engineer Ghion Ashenafi is pictured.
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Science Society, founded in 2004, the Ethiopian 
government has set in motion a plan to launch 
satellites into orbit within the next five years. This 
government effort comes on the heels of the opening 
of the ESSS’s brand new space observatory on the 
3,200 meter summit of Entoto (Natasha Stallard, 
“‘They Call Us Crazy’: A Trip to Ethiopia’s First Space 
Observatory,” Guardian, 21 March 2016). Between the 
ESSS’s observatory and the government’s adoption 
of a 5-year plan, Ethiopia is not only emerging as the 
leader in space discovery in East Africa, but it is also 
slated to join Egypt, South Africa, and Nigeria in the 
exclusive group of African countries with active space 
programs. But Ethiopia does not plan to stop there. 
Eager to take advantage of the remarkably clear night 
skies in the northern highlands, the ESSS plans on 
opening another world class observatory in the ancient 
city of Lalibela, despite the projected extremely 
expensive price tag of the new space satellites (“Why 
Ethiopia Is Building a Space Programme,” Economist, 
4 April 2017).

World-wide surprise, even criticism, towards 
Ethiopia’s sudden focus on space discovery is not only 
based upon the fact that the program has catapulted 
the country out of obscurity into the scientific 
spotlight, but also the government’s timing. This 
shift in funding and resources comes in the midst of 
Ethiopia’s worst drought in 50 years (Stallard). Many 
critics highlight the fact that this revenue could be 
better spent on food or healthcare to save the nearly 
10 million Ethiopians on the brink of famine, yet the 
Ethiopian government and the ESSS remain confident 
in their investment. Rebuking the critiques of the 
growing space program, Abinet Ezra, communications 
director of the Ethiopian Space Science Society, insists 
that the space program will solidify the infrastructure 
of the country by creating jobs, improving farming, 
and combating climate change as well as the ongoing 
drought. “They call us crazy because they think we’re 

[only] exploring outer space and gazing at the stars. 
But they can’t see the bigger picture,” Ezra asserts 
(Stallard). The Chinese-built satellites are projected 
to take pictures of crop growth and monitor weather 
patterns, allowing the government, as well as farmers, 
to make more informed decisions about planting 
crops (Economist). On the other hand, the ESSS aims 
to transform Ethiopia into a hub of astronomical 
learning, hoping that its efforts will inspire in 
Ethiopia’s young people an interest in science and 
technology. As the ESSS sponsors 60 astrophysics 
clubs throughout the Ethiopian school system and 
the only postgraduate program in astrophysics within 
the country begins to receive unprecedented interest 
from college students, both the government and 

society hope that these efforts will help control the 
brain drain and keep young minds stimulated and 
invested in the development of Ethiopia.

While a space program seems like an odd first 
step towards becoming a more developed country, 
it is one with many potential long-term benefits. 
Although Ethiopia’s sudden bid for a spot in the space 
community may echo the Cold War when the USSR 
and U.S. attempted to assert political dominance 
through the “Space Race,” Ethiopia’s government 
and the ESSS seem to be more interested in space 
exploration for academic and economic reasons 
(“Ethiopia Now Has a Space Program” IFL Science). 
Hopefully Ethiopia’s efforts not only push the field 
of astronomy and astrophysics forward, but also bring 
Ethiopia to the forefront of economic and intellectual 
development.

The $3 million Entoto Observatory and Research Centre houses 
computer-controlled telescopes and a spectrograph, to measure 
wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation. It allows astronomy 
and astrophysics students at the University of Addis Ababa to 
train on site, rather than taking trips abroad. Still, it struggles to 
compete with the world’s major observatories, including the far 
larger Southern African Large Telescope in South Africa.

The Entoto Observatory and Research Centre is situated above 
Addis Ababa on Mount Entoto, center.
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mimicking snakes, tiny lemurs, a leaf-nosed bat” and 
“20 new species of frog” have been given their chance 
to thrive (Roberts). And the opportunity for adventure 
is no secret. Many lodges exist all over the island, 
most fitting an eco-tourism mold, such as Masoala 

Forest Lodge, which provides tourists a rustic 
adventure. More refined travelers may enjoy the 
extreme luxury of the Miavana resort. Miavana, 
located on a five-island private archipelago, is 
part of the larger Time+Tide resort that employs 
95% of the Malagasy in the surrounding area. Its 
mission is to protect the wildlife while providing 
its guests with a great experience, such as private 
safari tours and helicopter tours (“Destinations,” 
Time+Tide, 14 May 2017).

Outside of its tourism industry, though, 
Madagascar endures myriad struggles. According 
to UNICEF, 91% of the nation’s people lived on 
less than $2.00 per day in 2013 (Suzanna Beukes, 
“Life Is Too Expensive for Families Living in 
Extreme Poverty in Madagascar,” UNICEF, 
3 March 2015). Issues abound, especially for 
children. Recent political instability, the cost 

of education (where primary school is not free), 
and extreme weather combine in a dangerous mix 
for Malagasy youth. One of UNICEF’s goals for 
Madagascar is universal primary education. In 2005, 
nearly 83% of Madagascar’s 9.8 million children under 
the age of 15 attended school, but that number has 

declined rather dramatically in just seven years, to 
69% in 2012. This drop largely owes itself to the tough 
decision many Malagasy families must make between 
school for their children and food for their family (CIA 
World Factbook). One child, Tiavina Asoamamatany, 
says, “For me, it’s very difficult to follow at school 
because we don’t eat enough at home, and I often 
have a stomachache” (Beukes). Food shortage is not 
limited to the Asoamamatany family, as almost half 

Ever since it broke off from the supercontinent 
Gondwana 165 million years ago, Madagascar has 
been unique. With its exotic animals and nearly 
untouched forests, the island nation is a perfect 
vacation destination for one who enjoys exploring 

nature and wildlife. A 
guided tour through the 

Masoala National Park and surrounding islands 
could reveal “a giant moth with a tongue as long as 
a table fork, a mouse lemur so small it can fit inside 
a teacup” or even “the endangered aye-aye, a bug-
eyed lemur once thought to occupy an evolutionary 
niche between a squirrel and a woodpecker” (Sophy 
Roberts, “Madagascar, the Greatest Adventure You 

Haven’t Had Yet,” Condé Nast Traveler, 28 March 2017). 
Madagascar’s remarkable animal diversity owes itself 
to its separation from Gondwana, allowing wildlife 
to evolve in a sheltered niche away from the rest of 
Africa. Thus, evolutionary aberrations such as “twig-

Madagascar: Luscious Land, People in Poverty    by Ramesh Shrestha ’18

Miavana, a luxury resort located on Nosy Ankao, part of a five-
island private archipalego

Exotic wildlife in Madagascar

A NatHab (Natural Habitat Adventures & WWF) group in the 
Ranomafana National Park rain forest
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of all Malagasy children under age 5 are victims of 
malnutrition (Beukes). 

Girls like Tiavina face another issue: child marriage. 
Despite the fact that the legal age for marriage is 18 
in Madagascar, many parents give consent before 
then, or the law is simply broken. Child marriage is 
especially common in the 65 % of Madagascar that 
is rural. As of 2013, more than 40% of women aged 
20-24  were married, and more than a third had given 
birth by the age of 18. Poverty encourages child 

marriage; arranged marriages involving a young girl 
marrying an older man in exchange for oxen or money 
are traditional in Madagascar (CIA World Factbook). 
Thus, child marriage seems an attractive option to 
people struggling in poverty. 

The poverty suffered by Madagascar compounds 
another important issue: its environment. As is 
the case in many countries around the world, 
what might be beneficial for the economy is often 
counterproductive, even harmful, to the environment. 
This situation is reflected in Madagascar’s charcoal 
industry. “Charcoal – cleaner and easier to use than 
firewood, cheaper and more readily available than gas 
or electricity – has become one of the biggest engines 
of Africa’s informal economy. But it has also become 
one of the greatest threats to its environment,” reports 
Norimitsu Onishi (“Africa’s Charcoal Economy Is 
Cooking. The Trees Are Paying,” New York Times, 25 
June 2016). Charcoal, much cheaper than electricity 
or gas for cooking, works better and is cleaner than 
firewood. After an initial boom in the charcoal 
business, though, the industry has died out. To 
produce charcoal, one must cut down trees, and as the 
demand increases for charcoal, more and more trees 
must be cut down. Consequently, entire forests are in 
danger, and most fields around major cities lie barren. 
Thus, charbonniers must source from trees farther 

UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador Nana Mouskouri chats with 
7-year-old student Fifaliana Raholinirina at a public primary 
school in Ampangabe Village in Analamanga Region in February 
2015. Net enrollment in primary school has fallen; the country is 
no longer on track to achieve universal primary education.

and farther from cities. Onishi reports that Randria 
Zigzag, a government official overseeing an area of 
heavy charcoal production, estimates that 45% of 
charcoal production is illegal, but producers manage 
to bypass checkpoints by bribing police officers. Due 
to the drought brought on by the charcoal production, 
many people who were once able to sustain themselves 
as farmers must now move into cities. The problem 
feeds itself, as this migration has led to a 50% increase 
in the population of cities, which only further grows 

the market for charcoal production.
In many ways, the difficult situation of lush, wild 

Madagascar mirrors that of many developing countries. 
While unparalleled biodiversity may be explored 
by affluent tourists visiting luxury resorts, such as 
Miavana, most Malagasy people live in environments 
comparable to the Middle Ages. Charcoal producers 
operate ox-driven carts towards cities, mostly 
devoid of electricity and gas, where some suffer an 
outbreak of the Bubonic Plague (Rick Gladstone, 
“Madagascar: Plague Outbreak Kills 40,” New York 
Times, 21 November 2014). While one’s experience in 
Madagascar will entertain, even stimulate the senses, 
it may disturb as well. 

A woman in Toliara, Madagascar is cooking with charcoal, which 
is cleaner and easier to use than firewood, and cheaper and more 
readily available than gas or electricity.

Heaps of charcoal for sale at a market in Tongobory, Madagascar. 
Over the past decade in the island nation, trees have been 
disappearing in a widening arc.
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Zimbabwe’s Inflation     by Kelly Hanlon ’17

In 2009, the Zimbabwean government issued 
the largest denomination of currency in its history, 
the $100 trillion bill. In sharp contrast, its largest 
bill printed in 1980, the year of the country’s 
independence, was just $20 (Federal Reserve Bank of 
Dallas, “Globalization and Monetary Policy Institute 
2011 Annual Report”). How did Zimbabwe make such 
a leap in under 30 years? And why? 

To put it simply, the cause was hyperinflation. 
Myriad causes, some incontrovertible and others 

entirely in Zimbabwe’s control, contributed to the 
country’s spiraling. An agriculture based society, 
Zimbabwe’s gross domestic product relies heavily 
on crop production. Consequently, when bouts of 
drought swept the land at the millennium, output 
fell 50% from 2000 to 2009 (Bank of Dallas). 
Additionally, unchecked government spending, made 
worse by mass emigration and other assorted debts, 
forced authorities to find a solution. Unfortunately, 
there were few options, and the one they chose, 
printing more currency, only served to exacerbate the 
situation. 

What followed shortly after was severe and 
enduring. While various news outlets reported 
conflicting statistics regarding the inflation rate, all 
sources agreed that the percentages were outrageous 
and the effects devastating. Steven H. Hanke, of the 
CATO Institute, notes that in November 2008, the 
annual inflation rate amounted to 89 sextillion %. 
Money became so worthless that citizens chose either 
to constantly invest their cash in tangible, commodity-
backed assets or find alternative uses for the paper 

bills, some even 
substituting them 
for toilet paper. 
Ironically, in 2006, 
The New York Times 
reported that a 
single sheet of toilet 
paper cost $417 Zim 
(Michael Wines, 
“How Bad Is Inflation 
in Zimbabwe?,” 2 
May 2006). Every 
commodity, good, 
service, or otherwise 
skyrocketed in price 
and changed hourly; 
a basic funeral, 
costing about $28 
USD, was equivalent 
to about $7 million 
Zim dollars, out of 
the price range of the 
majority of families. 

The examples are endless and the devastation 
widespread. 

In hopes of alleviating the chaos, the Reserve Bank 
of Zimbabwe adopted dollarization, allowing other 
currencies with more stable values to be accepted 
in exchange for goods and services. With time, 
hyperinflation was brought under control and inflation 
rates fell below 10% yearly, a far more sustainable pace 

(CIA World Factbook). Unfortunately, this equilibrium 
was disturbed in the last few years, and a reversal of 
the progress Zimbabwe has made seems imminent. 

Stagnant growth and a rising national deficit have 
caused bank shortages and a spike in poverty over 
the last year. The potency of the previous devastation 
has made substantial progress nearly impossible. The 
Human Development Index (HDI) of Zimbabwe 
in 2011 may most clearly delineate the ravage: the 
country ranked 173 out of 187, according to the World 
Bank. Over the past year, citizens have lost trust in the 
Reserve Bank because of its use of heavy regulation 
over the entire banking system. While the reasons 
behind the crisis extend to several fundamental and 
deep-rooted issues, the common tie between all of 
these matters seems to be rooted in government 
power. As the government began to reintroduce Zim 
currency, it has regained the ability to control its own 
money supply, enhancing the likelihood of falsely 
inflated credit to come about once more (Tapiwa 
Mashakada, “10 Fundamental Causes of Zim Financial 
Crisis,” Daily News, 10 May 2016). Perhaps the 2018 
election will hold an answer. Zimbabwe has been led 
by President Robert Mugabe since independence in 
1980. While in 2013 he won a sweeping re-election, 
the opposition is being organized day by day (Conor 
Gaffey, “Zimbabwe Opposition Leaders Propose Anti-
Mugabe Coalition Ahead of 2018 Vote,” Newsweek, 20 
April 2017). Regardless of the outcome, the process 
will be telling. Hopefully, with aid and responsible 
government power, the country will finally obtain the 
stability it critically lacks.

By December 2008, Zimbabwe’s 
highest currency unit was a Z$10-
trillion note, which could not even 
buy two cans of Coca Cola (Center 
for Global Development).

In May, Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe participated in a 
discussion at the World Economic Forum on Africa 2017.
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Tesla Motors has been around since 2003, but 
has only recently become a significant name in the 
automotive industry. With Tesla’s current most 
popular car, the Model S, the company has entered the 
luxury car market in hopes of spreading sustainable 
energy vehicles and showing the public that they are 
just as functional as any other vehicle on the market. 
Tesla Motors’ endgame is to give consumers no 
reason to buy gas-powered cars when the electric 
counterparts are cheaper, smarter and 
perform better (“About Tesla,” Tesla, 
7 May 2017). 

With three cars currently 
on the market, Tesla has 
used each iteration of its 
electric car to fund research 
and production for its next 
cheaper and more consumer 
friendly model. Obviously this 
business model comes with the risk 
of the company failing if the latest 
car flops, but Tesla’s current market 
strategy seems to be running stable. 
The company’s 18% profit margin in its cars in 2016 is 
a strong sign that it is doing well, but the massive cost 
of the Model 3 could change all of that in an instant 
(Matthew DeBord, “Tesla’s Model 3 Could Totally Fail 
- Here’s Why That Wouldn’t Matter,” Business Insider, 
12 March 2016). No one has yet to buy a Model 3, but 
Tesla is working on all the necessary infrastructure to 
mass produce the car, which means that the company 
will continue to hemorrhage money until it goes to 
market. But to better understand how Tesla works 
and why it pushes its production so aggressively, let us 
first take a look at the CEO behind all of this, as well 
as what the company’s past means for its future.

Tesla’s current CEO, billionaire entrepreneur 
Elon Musk, was born in 1971 in South Africa. Early 
in his childhood, Musk experimented with computer 
programming and created his first game at the age 
of 12, on which he commented that “[it was] a trivial 
game… but better than Flappy Bird” (Lydia Belanger, 
“19 Things We’ve Learned About Elon Musk,” 
Entrepreneur, 22 March 2017). 

He moved to Canada in 1988 and then studied at 
Queen’s University for two years, later transferring 
to the University of Pennsylvania, where he earned 
a Bachelor’s Degree in Physics and Economics. 
Musk was accepted to Stanford to work on his Ph.D. 
but left the school after only two days to pursue 
the exponentially growing tech industry in Silicon 

Valley, where he saw significantly more opportunity 
(Matt Weinberger, “The Incredible Story of Elon 
Musk, From Getting Bullied in School to the Most 
Interesting Man in Tech,” Business Insider, 1 August 
2016).

Starting with Zip2 in 1999, a company that allowed 
users to communicate with advertisers especially 
focusing on local newspapers, Musk began his career 

in the tech industry, founded upon hard work and 
brilliant ideas. Zip2 eventually sold for 

$307 million, funding he would later 
pour into his next companies 

(“Company Overview of Zip2 
Corporation,” Bloomberg, 
14 May 2017). Since Zip2, 
Musk has been a major 
part of PayPal, SpaceX, 

Tesla, SolarCity, Hyperloop, 
OpenAI, The Boring Company, 

and Neuralink, generating over 
the past 20 years a net worth of $15.6 

billion (Eric Gregerson, “Elon Musk,” Britannica, 
15 February 2017).

Although Musk is currently the CEO of Tesla, the 
original founders were Martin Eberhard and Marc 
Tarpenning (Drake Baer, “The Making Of Tesla: 
Invention, Betrayal, and the Birth of the Roadster,” 
Bloomberg, 11 November 2014). Starting as a small 
company, Tesla first created and sold the Roadster, 
showing the world that electric cars with their instant 
torque can match, and even surpass, gas engine cars. 
With the profits Tesla made from its Roadster, the 
company set out to develop another car, one much 
more well known today: the Model S. While the 
Roadster was a two-door sports car meant for a very 
niche market, the Model S was meant to attract the 
general public as a long distance fully electric vehicle. 
The Model S launched in 2012, and its success was 
quickly followed by the Model X, a larger luxury 
electric vehicle targeted towards larger families, 
in 2016 (“Tesla Model S,” Tesla, 14 May 2017). One 
problem remained, however: these electric vehicles 
were still out of financial reach for many people. So 
just as the Roadster was used to produce the Model S, 
the Model S and Model X are being used to produce 
the Model 3, a long range, completely electric sedan 
marketed for $35,000 (“Tesla Model 3”). 

Although still pricey, this announcement was 
groundbreaking for the electric car industry. Before 
the Model 3 was revealed, people camped outside the 
convention center to be the first to put down their 

A Tesla Future: It’s As Easy As S, X, 3    by Alex Gordienko ’17

The Americas

Tesla Model 3
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$1,000 deposit to purchase a car that they would 
only be able to get their hands on in over a year. Over 
200,000 cars were preordered in the first 24 hours 
of the vehicle’s launch (Michael Lynch, “Tesla Model 
3 Orders Wow Advocates; Skeptics, Not So Much,” 
Forbes, 7 April 2016). An event such as this was unheard 
of in the automotive industry: people lined up for new 
smartphones, never for cars.

As game changing as this experience was for Tesla, 
the car company still has a lot of work to do before 
release. In particular, there is no way they will be able 
to sell an electric car for so cheap with their current 
lithium-ion battery production methods. Now it is 
up to the company to build the single largest battery 
production plant on the planet - the Gigafactory. 

This eventual 13 million square foot building 

(roughly the size of 225 football fields) would more 
than double the entire world’s lithium-ion battery 
production (Tom Randall, “Tesla Flips the Switch 
on the Gigafactory,” Bloomberg, 4 January 2017). This 
building will cost over $5 billion, but will finally make 
the Model 3 possible, and Tesla should finally achieve 

its dream of a widespread, clean energy car, with more 
and cheaper models coming in the future. 

If only it was so easy.
Economists are skeptical that the 

Model 3 will overhaul the auto industry 
as promised by Musk, with an estimated 
500,000 sales per year by 2020, and with 
a net revenue of $7.5 billion from only 
the preorders (Lynch). Government 
subsidies are a major factor in making 
the Model 3 possible at its current 
price point, but this subsidy only lasts 
for the first 200,000 vehicles built, 
which will not cover even two thirds of 
Tesla’s pre-orders (Lynch). While the 
Gigafactory will help keep the Model 
3 profitable, subsidies are still a vital 
factor in standardizing electric vehicles 
and keeping them competitive enough 

to lure the public in (Randall). 
As with all of his startups, Elon Musk has 

continued to push the edge of tech with a grand vision 
to future proof the world with renewable energy while 
also establishing a viable colony on Mars not to put all 
of our eggs in one basket - so to speak (DeBord). No 
matter if the Model 3 ends up a catastrophic failure or 
a visionary success, Tesla would have still succeeded 
in showing the world how much closer we are to a 
renewable future.  

The completed Gigafactory’s footprint will be bigger than 
Boeing’s giant facility in Everett, Washington. (Boeing’s facility is 
six stories high, to accommodate the construction of giant planes, 
so that plant is still first in overall volume.)

O Canada! Trudeau Trumps U.S. on Immigration     by Gloria Yi ’17

The factory doubled in six months and as of January 2017 is now 
30% complete.

Immigration policies in the United States have 
been restrictive since the country’s founding, from the 
Naturalization Act of 1790 and the Chinese Exclusion 
Act of 1882 to the Immigration Act of 1924, Mexican 
Repatriation of 1929, and Bracero Program of 1942. 
Despite its position as a global power, the U.S. has 
done comparably little to mitigate the Syrian refugee 
crisis in the global context. Even across a single 
border, immigration policies in Canada are far more 
welcoming, and the answer to why lies in drastically 
different philosophical approaches to immigration.
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Trudeau, Trump, and the Urgent Need for 
Resettlement

From November 2015 to December 2016, Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau’s government welcomed 
more than 35,700 Syrian refugees to Canada—an 
average of 2,746 per month, or 90 per day (Michael 
Friscolanti, “A Milestone Looms for Canada’s Syrian 
Refugees: ‘Month 13,’” Maclean’s, 15 December 2016). 
In 2015-16, 320,932 people settled across Canada. The 
only other time so many people entered Canada was 

in the early 1910s when Western Canada was settled 
(Tavia Grant, “320,000 Newcomers Came to Canada 
in Past Year, Highest Number Since 1971,” Globe and 
Mail, 28 September 2016). 

In reaction to U.S. President Donald Trump’s 
temporary immigration ban, Trudeau tweeted, “To 
those fleeing persecution, terror & war, Canadians 
will welcome you, regardless of your faith.  Diversity 
is our strength #WelcomeToCanada” (“U.S. Refugee 
Ban: Canada’s Justin Trudeau Takes a Stand,” BBC, 29 
January 2017).

After the election of Trump, a massive number of 

refugees traveled through the harsh cold in order to 
file for asylum in Canada rather than seek safety in the 
United States. Rita Chahal, executive director at the 
Manitoba Interfaith Immigration Council, pointed to 
the hardships and desperate measures refugee families 
would go through: “They’re not crossing at the actual 
point where there’s an immigration and customs 
office...They’re walking through prairie fields with 
lots and lots of deep snow. In Europe we’re seeing 
people in boats; now just imagine a prairie flatland and 
snow for miles and miles” (Ashifa Kassam, “Refugees 
Crossing Into Canada From U.S. on Foot Despite 
Freezing Temperatures,” Guardian, 7 February 2017). 
The Canada-U.S. Safe Third Country Agreement, 
created in 2004, requires refugees to seek asylum in 
the first country in which they arrive; Canada and the 
U.S. consider each other “safe countries” and believe 
this pact would prevent “asylum shopping.”  Since 
official ports of entry on the border between the two 
countries would turn away refugees, refugees choose 

to take advantage of a loophole: they travel more 
risky routes and then file claims inland, rather than 
at border crossings where they would simply not be 
allowed to enter from the U.S.  Losing fingers and toes 
from being severely underdressed for the cold weather 
has become a tragic reality facing refugees leaving the 
States (Kassam).

The Bigger Picture
In 2017, the baseline for Canadian immigration 

levels plan will be 300,000 people, a number 
equivalent to that of 2016, but distributed differently. 
The breakdown for the 2017 immigration targets 
are as follows: 57.5% economic; 28% family, 13.3% 
refugees; and 1.2% humanitarian/compassionate/other 
(“Key Highlights 2017 Immigration Levels Plan,” 
Government of Canada, 31 October 2016). Though 
lower than in 2016, an “unprecedented year” for the 
number of refugees and protected persons welcomed 

Highlights from the Government of Canada’s 2017 Immigration 
Levels Plan

Refugees held Canadian flags as they took part in a welcome 
service at the St. Mary Armenian Apostolic Church in Toronto.

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau greeted Syrian refugees 
arriving in Toronto in December 2015.
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In President Donald J. Trump’s own words, “the 
first 100 days of my administration has been just 
about the most successful in our country’s history” 
(“The President’s Weekly Address,” The White House 
Press Office, 28 April 2017). That statement may seem 

an uninformed 
opinion at best, 
and a flat out lie 
at worst. Judging 
by the numbers 
alone, Trump has 
signed 29 bills into 
law in his first 100 
days, more than 
any president since 
Harry Truman, as 
the White House 
boasted. Yet as 
even conservative-
leaning Fox News 
points out, most 
of them were small 

pieces of legislation – one simply renamed a VA 
(Veterans Administration) clinic in American Samoa 
– or were repeals of Obama-era regulations (Brooke 
Singman, “Trump’s 100 Days – by the Numbers,” 29 
April 2017). Other quantitative comparisons do not 
really favor Trump either. Whereas President Barack 
Obama signed only 14 bills during his own first 100 
days, they contained a total of 1,602 pages, compared 
to just 133 pages in Trump’s 29 bills. Perhaps the 
measure should not be the number of signed bills but, 
rather, the depth, volume, and complexity of them. It 

The tradition of analyzing the first one hundred 
days as an important milestone in the beginning of a 
president’s term started with FDR, who managed to 
sign an avalanche of laws and executive orders, jump-
starting his famous New Deal (Phillip Rucker, “Is 
FDR-Era Yardstick 
Still Relevant?” 
Washington Post, 
29 April 2009). 
However, the 
landmark itself is of 
dubious value, given 
how Roosevelt 
was elected in the 
midst of the Great 
Depression, the 
most devastating 
economic crisis ever 
faced by the U.S., 
and in a landslide 
electoral victory, 
guaranteeing the 
political capital to force through necessary initiatives 
in short order. It thus seems unfair to compare 
subsequent presidents on their achievements in 
merely the first three months of taking office (January 
20-April 29). Never mind whether such analysis is 
fair or useful, the media, as usual, seem ritualistic 
in evaluating every president’s first hundred days. 
Despite the questionable nature of such a measure, 
it does seem valuable when evaluating the president’s 
capacity for achieving his campaign promises and the 
direction in which he seems set on leading the country.

An Analysis of President Trump’s First 100 Days     by James Koh ’17

into Canada, the target in 2017 –40,000 – still aims to 
double the figure from 2015, and has set a precedent 
as one of the highest numbers in the country’s history. 
Of the 25,000 resettled refugees welcomed, more 
than half will be privately sponsored by a group of 
Canadians who volunteer to give financial, social, 
and emotional support along with food, clothing, 
and shelter to refugee families during resettlement 
for up to one year, or until the families can support 
themselves.

Compared to 2016, the target for the economic 
class of immigrants rose 11,900 in 2017. With the 
effects of a rapidly aging population and a lagging 
replacement rate of the younger generation entering 
the workforce, the Canadian government has shifted 
its focus to welcoming a majority of permanent 
residents as economic immigrants, a demographic that 
will “soon account for all net labour force growth.” 

With a priority to build the economy, the economic 
immigration program will undergo a 7% increase from 
the previous year, putting tremendous confidence in 

the influx of human capital into the country. This is 
the primary difference in the immigration philosophy 
between the United States and Canada: while 
immigration is a polarizing issue in the U.S. because 
of its perceived negative impact on domestic jobs, 
Canada maintains an outlook of viewing “newcomers 
as a boon to the economy and multiculturalism 
as an asset” (Alexia Fernández Campbell, “The 
Philosophical Differences on Immigration Between 
Canada and the U.S.,” Atlantic, 24 June 2016.)

Another way this key difference is evident is 
that while the United States allows more family 
members to enter, Canada values more economic 
immigrants. The numbers say it all: the time for 
skilled workers to emigrate to America is 5-11 years. 
For Canada, it’s 6 months (Campbell). Economic or 
multicultural benefits aside, as more immigration 
applications are approved over the course of 2017, 
families once shattered by war and strife will be able 
to reunite, pursuing their futures in safety rather than 
desperation.
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seems that page numbers might be a more accurate 
comparison of the two. To be fair, it must be noted 
that Obama signed major new pieces of legislation, 
such as his stimulus package for the Great Recession, 
whereas Trump mostly signed legislation repealing 
past regulations or programs, thus requiring fewer 
words. Additionally, as Josh Tauberer of the legislative 

database GovTrack also points out, “neither Trump 
nor Obama wrote the laws they signed. They can only 
sign the bills that Congress gives them, and although 
presidents like to take lots of credit, they actually 
have an insignificant role in the passage of most of 
them.” Bills signed in the first 100 days should not be 
properly counted as part of a president’s achievement 
or lack thereof (Rebecca Harrington, Skye Gould, and 
Andy Kiersz, “Trump’s First 100 Days: Here’s How 
they Compare with Obama’s, Bush’s, and Clinton’s,” 
Business Insider, 29 April 2017). 

Trump’s use of executive orders is also not 
particularly favorable compared to Obama’s. In his 
first three months, Trump signed 32 such orders, again, 
most of them overturning Obama-era regulations, 
particularly environmental ones, while Obama issued 
just 19. The number of executive orders typically 
measures how presidents have exercised their 
power, so it seems especially hypocritical for Trump 
to sign nearly as many orders in his first 100 days 
as Obama averaged in a whole year, given Trump’s 
previous criticisms of Obama for abusing his power 
(Harrington, Gould, and Kiersz).

Another metric to gauge the success of Trump’s 
first one hundred days is his own words on the 
campaign trail. In an echo of former Speaker of the 

House of Representatives Newt Gingrich’s “Contract 
with America” more than two decades ago, Trump 
formulated his own “Contract with the American 
Voter,” a set of campaign pledges to be achieved 
within his first 100 days. These included many of 
his trademark policies, such as withdrawal from 
NAFTA, a travel ban from terror-prone regions, and 

the infamous Mexican wall. Alas, like many ambitious 
proposals by populist politicians, the plan proved to 
be more dream than reality. 

Trump’s Contract consists of two parts: executive 
orders and legislation. The former is relatively easily 
attainable since, as president, he has the power to 
simply issue executive orders, free from the tedious 
constraints of Congress (i.e. checks and balances). 
With a Republican controlled House and Senate, the 
latter should be easy as well. Yet, of the 28 pledges 
in his Contract – 18 executive order measures and 10 
pieces of legislation – nearly 20 of them have been 
unrealized (Annalisa Merelli, Max de Haldevang, and 
Sarah Slobin, “Trump Made 28 Promises for His First 
100 Days. We Made Him a Scorecard,” Quartz, 29 
April 2017). 

To his credit, Trump did fulfill some of his 
promises, mostly those in the executive power 
realm (because they require less consultation with 
opposition and, therefore, are easier to implement 
unilaterally), such as withdrawal from the not-yet-
functioning Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the 
lifting of restrictions on energy reserves, regardless of 
their potential consequences. For the rest of the goals 
in his Contract, however, Trump has simply reversed 
his promises – deciding not to label China a currency 
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manipulator, for example – or was stifled by political 
opposition, both foreign and domestic, on his desire 
to renegotiate or withdraw from NAFTA. Perhaps the 
most infamous and controversial executive order, the 
so-called “travel ban,” was almost instantly blocked 
by the courts (Merelli, Haldevang, and Slobin). 
Trump’s most notable executive accomplishment 
would probably be the successful nomination and 
confirmation of Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court, 
finally filling a nearly year-long vacancy after Justice 
Antonin Scalia’s death in February 2016. Regardless 
of whether the confirmation was a victory for 
America, it definitely counts as a victory for Trump 
and the Republicans. Yet, even here, commentators 
tend to credit Republican lawmakers rather than 
Trump himself for the victory as they successfully 
stonewalled the confirmation of Obama’s nominee, 
Merrick Garland, for almost a year (Louis Jacobson, 
“How Do Donald Trump’s First 100 Days Rate 
Historically?” Politifact, 24 April 2017). Another 
notable Trump victory is his administration’s approval 
of the Keystone Pipeline, not surprisingly, a project 
that Obama opposed.

If the first half of Trump’s Contract seems like 
merely a dismal failure, then the second half is an 
outright abysmal one. Out of ten promised pieces of 
legislation, on issues ranging from the notorious wall 
to reinvigoration of America’s failing infrastructure, 
the Administration bothered to introduce only 
one – the repeal and replacement of the Affordable 
Care Act (aka “Obamacare”) – much less introduce 
or fight for the other nine. Even the one that was 
introduced quickly has been bogged down for months 
in Congress amidst opposition from his own party, 
a road bump that arguably has contributed to the 
unimpressive, unproductive legislative record of 
Trump’s first months in office — this despite enjoying 
a Republican majority in both houses of Congress 
(Merelli, Haldevang, and Slobin).

For all of the grandiose rhetoric of Trump’s campaign 
promises, it seems more like another politician’s set of 
lies rather than a businessman’s acumen. This could be 
interpreted in several different ways. Optimistically, 
it could be taken as a sign of Trump’s willingness to 
temper his more extreme values, and those of his 
advisors, with the pragmatism and compromise 

necessitated by the office. 
Or, for those opposed to 
his politics, it could be an 
ironically reassuring sign 
that his incompetence 
will actually mean less 
damage is done to the 
country. Pessimistically, 
it could be taken as a sign 
of his inability at the job, 
and an indictment on his 
integrity and honesty.

If the answer to the first 
question is that Trump 
simply failed to meet even 
his own expectations, 
then we must move onto 
the next one: what road 
will the presidency take 
America on? Thus far, the 
answer to this question 
is less straightforward, 
due in no small part to 
Trump’s track record of 
inconsistency. Yet, the 
general policies seem to 
largely indicate that he 
intends to maintain his 

brand of right-wing populism as president, contrary 
to some speculation that he would radically flip-
flop or change his positions once in power. Trump’s 
presidency has been a strange mixture of radical 
departure from conventional policy along with a 
surprising continuation of normalcy.

As the table above reveals, most presidents since FDR (starting 
with Truman in 1949) pass few “landmark laws” during their 
first 100 days, as compared to their first term overall. Exceptions 
to this rule are Johnson’s landmark education reform 82 days 
after his inauguration, and Obama’s record-sized fiscal stimulus 
package, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, just 29 
days into his first term (David R. Jones, “This Is Why the First 
100 Days Is a ‘Ridiculous Standard’ for Judging Presidents,” 
Washington Post, 25 April 2017)
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